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Statement

Since the publication of the Journal's last issue, an event of
historical significance took place in Greece. From the moment
that the first returns were announced, it was clear that the
decision made by the Greek people on October 18, 1981, was one
of extraordinary resonance. By voting for PA.SO.K. and Andreas
Papandreou, the Greek people consciously initiated an unprec-
edented project of historical and social resolution and reconcilia-
tion. In putting an end to the right-wing regime imposed on
Greece—in one form or another—since August 4, 1936, and in
asserting, for the first time in the history of the modern Greek
state, their demand that the nation be entrusted to a formally
socialist party, the Greek people manifested their inalienable
right to formulate and realize their own future. There can be no
doubt or equivocation about it, whatsoever: no matter what
happens in the days, or years, to come, the elections of October
18, 1981, were a great historical victory in the Greek people's
long struggle for self-liberation.

The problem now, however, is not to allow history to be
transmogrified into myth. Socialism is not merely a word but a
process; it is not a prayer, but a conscious act. What is neces-
sary, above everything else, is that the commitment undertaken
by the Greek people on October 18, 1981, not be dissipated or
bartered away, or—what is unimaginable—betrayed for the sake
of an expediency as temporary as it is cynical. The Journal, along
with most Greeks, salutes the victory of PA.SO.K. However, the
fact that we welcome—indeed, delight in—the formation of the
first socialist government in Greek history does not mean that
we will become courtiers to a new dynasty. Far from it. As in-
tellectuals and scholars, and, more importantly, as Greeks, we
believe that the only relationship with power that is healthy is a
critical one. Greece has been burned, and ravaged, too many
times by too many people in the past for us to accept any polit-
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ical change naively. In any event, the Journal happens to believe
in both the good faith and unique intelligence of the current
prime minister of Greece. We do not expect to be disappointed
on either count. However, if we are, we simply state before-
hand—with the kind of intellectual integrity we demand, but
rarely receive, from others—that we will answer with the same
commitment against the present government that we have dis-
played against previous ones.

The Journal is neither a political nor a partisan organ, but
an intellectual instrument. Like all intellectual instruments, how-
ever, it is dedicated to the principles which led to its creation,
and which it upholds. If, for whatever reason, those principles
are violated, it is only natural that the Journal will respond
immediately, directly, and without compromise.

—The Editors



A Proposal for the Redefinition of
the Greek Media Services

by PETER PAPPAS

From one familiar approach, through traditional politics, we
have seen the central facts of society as power and government.
From another familiar approach, through traditional economics,
we have seen the central concerns of society as property, produc-
tion and trade. These approaches remain important, but they are
now joined by a new emphasis: that society is a form of com-
munication, through which experience is described, shared,
modified and preserved.

RAYMOND WILLIAMS

Every use of the media presupposes manipulation . . . There
is no such thing as unmanipulated writing, filming or broad-
casting. The question is therefore not whether the media are
manipulated, but who manipulates them. A revolutionary plan
should not require the manipulators to disappear; on the contrary,
it must make everyone a manipulator.

MANS MAGNUS ENZENSBERGER

PART 1

This article's motivation arises from a conjunction of two factors:
first, my considered judgment that the culture of today, and certainly
the culture of the future, is, in practically every salient feature, a mass
culture, and that this fact, instead of terrifying us (as it does all the
various professors of literature and classics, whose cultural hegemony it
threatens) , should delight us because it signifies the fundamental—and
irremediable—transformation of culture from a restricted social practice
into a constantly ever-expanding one. Secondly, I happen to believe that
the social forces that control the mass media determine the nature of
social development, and that the mass media, and mass culture in gen-
eral, is an area of social articulation and control that the left in Greece
has investigated only in its simplest manifestations and consequences. In
fact, it is symptomatic of the problem that the new Greek government has
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dealt with the mass media, both in its pre-election declarations and in the
government program that it presented to Parliament, only as a channel
for the dissemination of information. Consequently, its only plan (be-
cause there is, in fact, no policy) is to "democratize" the mass media in
the sense of making them more accurate and comprehensive transmitters
of information. This, of course, is not only a worthy goal, but a neces-
sary reform, especially in a country such as Greece, whose social in-
frastructure has been so retarded by the various right-wing governments
that have ruled it that, many times, reality in Greece takes on a quasi-
feudal guise. Nevertheless, the crucial issue in the transformation, and thus,
authentic democratization, of the mass media lies in the understanding
that it is not so much what the media do as how they do it that is of
primary importance; that, in other words, the fundamental activity that
the media engage in is a process of ideological replication through a
methodical elucidation of an entire system of signifying practices. To put
the matter simply, what matters on the television screen is not so much
what you see (although, obviously, that act of choice—which is to say,
censorship—is significant) but how you see it. How does one "see" a war,
a parliamentary debate, or, to come closer to home, a strike, an increase
in food prices, or a cutback in social services ? How are these daily aspects
of life "explained" by the omniscient and omnipresent "newscaster" of
the television screen? Furthermore, and perhaps even more importantly,
what is the nature of the esthetic system at work as the basis of most
of the "entertainment" that we see on television; and what does it mean,
in fact, when the very notion of entertainment is arbitrarily torn away
from the fact of esthetic production and reproduction? These are the
fundamental issues that must be addressed before we can even begin to
contemplate a redefinition of the mass media. It is not at all a matter of
replacing subjects, but of redefining objects—and so, the meaning of that
extraordinarily value-laden term, "objectivity." If the nightly news broad-
casts simply replace the subject of their signifying practice, that is, if they
simply substitute the head of the present government for the head of
the previous one, but maintain, in all their authoritarian integrity and
intellectually repressive self-interest, the same structures of ideological
replication and social domination, then what has been the gain? Clearly,
nothing. The point in any socialist transformation, obviously, is not to
take over the state machinery but to transform it into a mechanism of
popular sovereignty and mass sociopolitical articulation. If that is not done,
there can be no change, no matter what the appearances indicate.
And, of course, if there is no change, that is, essential structural change,
the reactionary forces of a society will, inevitably, reassert themselves
through the classical—and bloody—combination of manifest sabotage and
hidden, institutional subversion. In that specific political sense, the pages
that follow are not at all to be construed as merely a token exercise in
policy proposals, but an attempt to outline a political policy of social
self-defense through the transformation of the structures and practices of
the mass media.
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Most of this article (that is, all of Part Two) was written before
I took a trip to Greece during the last week of November 1981. I stayed
in Athens for a week, and had the opportunity to observe the functioning
of ERT* from the inside and from a variety of institutional angles. My
time in Greece confirmed all of my judgments about the nature of the
change needed to redefine the Greek mass mdia, and, for that reason,
what I wrote before I left Greece remained unchanged after I came
back. In fact, the only part of my proposals outlined below that is in
need of reconsideration is the section on administration. I went to
Greece expecting to find profound institutional problems; instead, I
found chaos. More than any other aspect of the state administration,
ERT represents the consequences of decades of political exploitation,
social disorientation, economic plundering, and technical retardation that
is the Greek right's heritage to the Greek nation. Being in Greece for
as little as one day, one begins to understand the awesome historical
nature of the new government's task. It has inherited a state apparatus
founded on professional incompetence, political cynicism, and moral
corruption. Such massive conditions of institutional dysfunction cannot
be resolved or abolished or reformed in a day or a month or a year
or even, probably, a decade. They need at least a generation of con-
sistent and specific and uncompromising attention before they can be
completely exiled from the nation's social life. For that reason, I am
now thoroughly convinced, especially since YENED** has been "demili-
tarized" and is eventually going to be incorporated into the ERT sys-
tem, that a complete reorganization of ERT's administration is necessary
if any fundamental change is to be effected. I believe that the current
conflicting—and confusing and self-defeating—hierarchy is one of
the central obstacles to a rational and efficient functioning of ERT.
In any case, it is clear that there should be, at the very least, a recon-
sideration of the purpose and institutional presence of ERT's Admin-
istrative Council (Dhiikitiko Simvoulio) and of the manner in which
the various sections of ERT have been defined and organized. It is dear
that this particular state agency suffers from both too much division
and not enough division, too much authority and not enough authority.
In other words, too few people make too many decisions, while precise
channels of responsibility are non-existent so that, ultimately, buck-
passing is the only institutional method of decisionmaking. If one adds
to this situation the continued presence of right-wing apparatchiks,
whose only purpose is, apparently, to obstruct any initiatives undertaken
by the new administration, then one begins to discern the profound
nature of the problem.

Indeed, one thing is certain about the future of the Greek media,

*ERT is the acronym, in Greek, for Greek Radio Television, and it is the state
media network.

**YENED is the acronym, in Greek, for Armed Forces Information Service, and
it was—until the recent elections—the media network of the Greek armed forces.
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and Greece itself, for that matter: it will not experience any profound
transformation of its current debilitating condition—which is to say that
it will not be allowed to determine, for itself, the nature of its own
development, as it demanded it be allowed to do in the last elections—
as long as the state machinery, especially that part of it that is directly
responsible for the production of ideology, remains in the hands of that
segment of Greek society which was thoroughly repudiated by the over-
whelming majority of the Greek people on October 18, 1981.

PART 2

I. Introduction

It is neither an accident nor an act of meaningless symbolism that,
in the methodology of modern revolution and counterrevolution, the
conquest—or defense—of a society's broadcasting capacity and network
has become as important as the takeover of the presidential palace. The
"radio station" is always the first object of every social insurrection and
the last stronghold of its defense. By this point in history, it has be-
come clear to everyone, on either side of the social barricades, that, if
the conflict over social control is inseparable from the struggle to win
over the "hearts and minds" of a society's population, then the most
effective—and ubiquitous—weapon in that struggle is hegemony over
what Hans Magnus Enzensberger has named "the consciousness in-
dustry." To put the matter bluntly, we have come to understand more
and more that the media not only determine what people will think
but—and this is what is so profoundly disturbing about media exploita-
tion—bow they will think. The media are not only responsible for the
content of thought but for its patterns. The media are the contem-
porary sources, to an extraordinary and unprecedented extent, of our
intellectual paradigms. That is to say, our very perception of, and capac-
ity to determine, the world are molded by the intellectual and emotional
models imposed upon us by the media. Thus, to understand and control
the development of the media is to participate in a fundamental project
of liberation, of the redistribution of our intellectual and cultural
wealth. For, if we use the media consciously, instead of being used by
them unconsciously, we will discover that the possibilities of cultural—
and, thus, political and social—self-determination are, if not limitless,
at least wonderfully, and unexpectedly, expansive.

To be able to use the media consciously, however, we must be
willing to transform them from a cultural and commercial fetish into
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a social instrument;* furthermore, we must be resolute in our judgment
that it is impossible to construct—or reconstruct—a viable democratic
society without an authentically open and democratic system of mass
communications. From the fascist subversion of the constitutional govern-
ment of Salvador Allende to the current neo-Stalinist attack on the
workers' movement in Poland, it is clear that the media will always be
the cutting edge of repression unless they are constituted in a fashion
that truly represents the overwhelming majority of a society. In this
regard, it is noteworthy that, in its already famous letter to the Central
Committee of the Polish United Workers Party, dated June 5, 1981,
the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
specified the "mass information media" as the "particular" example of
"antisocialist" activities that allegedly threatened the integrity of the
Polish Communist Party's rule. The Soviet letter to the Polish party
went on to say: "... the fight for the party would not be won as long
as press, radio and television were working not for the Polish party, but
for its enemies." By the same light, the sophistication of the contem-
porary workers' movement in Poland is evidenced by the fact that one
of the few "national" issues on which Solidarity was most unyielding
before the imposition of martial law was the one of fair and equal
representation on the various outlets of the Polish national media. The
workers of Solidarity understood that, unless they had access to the
media, they could never be sure of the extent to which they had, in
fact, forged inalienable connections to the rest of their society. The media
are the strongest bonds of social cohesion in the contemporary world.
Thus, paradoxically, if we understand how to loosen those bonds so as
to augment democracy, instead of restricting it, we can contribute greatly
to the permanency of democracy and its institutions. If Salvador Allende
had compelled the reactionary broadcasting centers of Chile to open
themselves up to the majority of the Chilean people, those centers could
never have been used as the source of the reactionary ideological of-
fensive against him; if the Polish Communist Party had willingly allowed
its total control of the media to be loosened, its political grip on the
sentiments of the Polish people would actually have been strengthened.
Democracy always gives birth to more democracy; and the more de-
mocracy a social system engenders, the more difficult it is to subvert it.
If the media are truly looked upon as a means, a road, a channel, a
medium of communication between a society and itself, and not as
an instrument of social or cultural domination—and, especially, not as a
tool of commercial manipulation—then they become one of the most
certain guarantees of a society's health and future. All modern societies

eq do not mean to imply, by the way, that the media are not social instruments at
all times, and that it is precisely the strategy of the bourgeois state to hide
their essential function of social domination. The only point I want to make is that
the media should be "liberated" from their covert exploitation, and made to
manifest their fundamental social nature.
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rest on the twin foundations of the armed forces and the mass media.
Thus, it is self-evident that, if these twin bases are thoroughly rooted
and integrated into the life of a nation, then that nation—and its people—
have very little to fear from the subterranean political forces always
ready to overturn freedom for tyranny.

II. Aspects of Television Programming

As the most important element of a contemporary media system is
its television apparatus, this outline will focus first, and most ex-
tensively, on this factor. Furthermore, I will begin with what is generally
considered to be the most essential manifestation of television's social
presence: its self-production and self-replication through its programming.

A. EDUCATION

I. Children's Programming

As has been proven during the last twenty years, most
notably in the United States, there is—or should be—more to
children's programming than merely "children's shows." Chil-
dren's programming can—and must—be used as a primary
source of educational and cultural development from the years
when a child is not yet old enough to begin his formal
schooling all the way through to the end of his primary educa-
tion. In other words, television must be seen as an instrument
and an institutional function that is an extension of, and
a complement to, the formal educational mechanism of school-
ing. In this regard, it must be said that the work of the
Children's Television Workshop in the United States is ex-
emplary—both in a positive and negative sense. What the
CTW taught America—and the world—is that educational tele-
vision for children can be innovative, creative, visually excit-
ing, emotionally stimulating, and intellectually provocative at
the same time that is is "educating." The problem with CTW,
of course, as has been pointed out by many of its critics
throughout the world, is that most of its programming
replicates a class, ethnic, and cultural vision of the world
that is systematically middle class, white, and American. That,
by the way, is the reason why there is nothing more per-
nicious than to accept foreign children's programming without
critically examining its cultural assumptions. Children's pro-
gramming is the most important of all programming that tele-
vision broadcasts, as far as its cultural implications and ramifica-
tions are concerned. For, if a child is culturally subverted at
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an early age, it is difficult to return him to his own culture
later in life. Thus, the point is not to accept foreign models
uncritically, but to adapt foreign models to native cultural con-
ditions and needs, and, more importantly, to develop native models
as exclusively as possible. The point for Greek television is to
develop the idea of an experimental workshop that will produce
both directly educational and more broadly cultural and even
entertainment programming that will respond to the needs
of Greek children. There is nothing wrong, by the way, with
entertainment for children (such as animation, for example)
if it is original, innovative, and, most to the point, creatively
executed (as in the extraordinary work of the Yugoslav and,
to a lesser extent, the Czech school of animation). The first
thing that all creative workers in the mass media must com-
prehend is that entertainment, properly understood, is the primary
channel of cultural development and consolidation.

2. Secondary and Post-Secondary Educational Programming

There is little to be said about this kind of programming
other than that it must be allowed to develop, at least on an
experimental basis. Once again, the best models for this ex-
periment in direct secondary and university education through
the facilities of television are the various programs that have
been instituted in the United States and, more profoundly,
in Great Britain. Britain especially, with its Open University
system, has realized the possibilities of democratic education
through the mass media to an extent unequalled in the rest of
the world. Clearly, Greece, with its many structural problems
in the area of education, could implement a program of
broadcast education which could help to liberate Greek educa-
tion, in all its manifestations, from its traditional miasma and
intellectual irrationality. In any case, such a program of educa-
tion through television should not be rejected until it has been
fully considered.

B. ENTERTAINMENT

Nothing has obsessed the commentators and critics of tele-
vision (and mass culture in general) more in this century than the
"problem" of the "perversion" of entertainment. Leftist critics espe-
cially have been condemning the mass media from their very incep-
tion for their so-called betrayal of their social responsibility due to
their alleged relegation to mere conduits of "commercial prostitu-
tion" and spectacles of entertainment. This "analysis" is, without
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a doubt, one of the most fundamental and inexcusable errors that
has been perpetrated against the mass media, and it is a reflection
of the fact that, until recently at least, most orthodox Marxists have
thoroughly misunderstood the meaning of the mass media and their
function as instruments of mass cultural articulation.

First of all, all art is entertainment. Anyone who has ever
studied esthetics knows that one of its fundamental—and inalienable—
objectives is, to use Freud's term, the pleasure principle. One of
the primary reasons for art's existence is to transmit pleasure, in the
guise of "esthetic satisfaction." Lest we Greeks forget, a profound
aspect of our cultural tradition, from Homer and Aeschylus,
through Dhiyenis Akritas and the demotic song, to Karagiozis and
the rebetiko, is inherently integrated with the proposition of creating
art for the specific entertainment of the broad masses; in other
words, art as popular self-recognition and self-creation, art as the
instrument of the mass consolidation of popular national conscious-
ness. Thus, to take away the function of art from the principle of
entertainment is to divest it of its most immediate channel of popular
expression and reconciliation.

The purpose, of course, is not to abolish entertainment, but to
create good entertainment, as opposed to bad entertainment, and
it is on this level that television can contribute enormously to the
creation of a national culture of profound intellectual and esthetic
achievement.

I. Comedy

Comedy is the cutting edge of intellectual resistance. It
represents the most subversive form of social opposition within
social channels of acceptance. From Aristophanes, through
Shakespeare and Moliere, to Brecht and Chaplin, to the classical
American sound cinema of the Thirties and Forties, to the
Italian and Czech cinemas of the Sixties, comedy has always
been a tool of social dissent and cultural criticism. For Greece
especially, which has a long tradition of comedic development
going from Aristophanes to Karagiozis, comedy—and, more
specifically, satire—can become a profound mode of national
enlightenment. It is crucially important to develop program-
ming that exploits this extraordinary capacity of comedy simul-
taneously to entertain and illuminate, to give pleasure and
provoke thought. It is no accident that, both in the United
States and Great Britain, those programs which were most
culturally "resistant" during the Sixties and Seventies were the
comedies ((The Laugh -In, the American version of That Was
The Week That Was, and Saturday Night Live in the United
States, and the original version of That Was The Week That
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Was and Monty Python's Flying Circus in Great Britain). In
addition, the entire development of the Norman Lear "social"
comedies in the United States (once again, inspired by their
British originals) gives the lie to anyone who insists that
comedy is "naturally" a socially passive mode in the political
articulation of ideas. Comedy can be both reactionary and
radical—it all depends on its use.* The point is that it must
be used intelligently and creatively.

2. Variety Shows

Even variety shows can be transformed into critical modes
of political and social transformation. The best case of that
was The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour in the United States,
which, with its combination of political satire and contem-
porary music, created such a following among young Amer-
icans in the Sixties, and was so openly opposed to many of
the policies of the American government, that it was finally
forced off the air by its own network, CBS. Once again, the
point is that, while there are forms of representation that are
innately conservative—in an esthetic sense—there are no such
things as innately conservative forms in a contextual sense.
Even the hoariest theatrical systems of representation can be
innovated and compelled to function progressively (at least
in the political sense) ; it is absurd—and false—to accept the
notion that to entertain means to dull the mind. Entertainment
can be—and, many times, is—a conscious instrument of critical
reflection.

3. Drama

Dramatic programs are obviously the most direct example
of where progressive content can be most suitably molded to
progressive form and style. Once again, the point must be re-
peated: there are no such things as inherently reactionary genres
(with the possible exception of melodrama). All generic
articulation can lead to progressive constructions, both on the
levels of message and medium. If nothing else, that was
taught to us by the work of Jean-Luc Godard and, in a dif-
ferent sense, Costa-Gavras. The genre specifies the general di-
rections of esthetic realization; it does not dictate specific forms
or even aspects of esthetic and political articulation. Gangster/

*Although, I must say, that I am beginning to believe, more and more, that film
comedy, at least, can only be radical in its social implications.
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crime series, westerns, romantic comedy series, situation com-
edies, can all partake of esthetic and social formulations that
are profoundly liberating and radical. The point is not to deny
any form its full resonance and future without completely in-
vestigating its possibilities.

4. Quiz and Game Programs

These programs are, in my opinion, thoroughly indefen-
sible and completely offensive. They replicate an ideological
system of acquisition and individual success, and public hu-
miliation, that insults all sense of political, social, and private
morality. They are nothing but public degradation ceremonies,
and, for that reason, should be totally eliminated from television.

C. NEWS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMMING

1. News

It is clear what most people believe the "ideal" situation
for the presentation of television news should be: objectivity,
openness, and a framework of analytical clarity. The point is
how to achieve it. Needless to say, that question cannot be
answered within the bounds of this outline. What can be
stated, however, is that it is indeed imperative that the news
be presented as objectively and comprehensively as possible,
and that this be transmitted to the audience in a manner that
makes it immediately recognizable as such. Furthermore, an
attempt must be made to open up the news to all kinds of
events and aspects of national life that have been excluded
previously. The fundamental act of censorship that always takes
place in a system of broadcasting is the definition of what is
"newsworthy." To open up a system, to liberate it from its
old restrictions, means, to a profound extent, to redefine the
criteria of newsworthiness, it means to present those aspects of
national life which have been prohibited access to the media
in the past. (On the other hand, one must always be scrupu-
lously careful to avoid the manipulation of the media by those
whose violent, disruptive, or provocative actions are calculated
to attract — and exploit — their projection and dissemination
through the media's channels.) Finally, it must be stressed that
a sincere attempt must be undertaken to mitigate, or abolish
completely, a system of news presentation that projects itself
as the "voice of authority." The news, and those who present
it, must be projected in such a manner as to stress their human-
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indeed, mediating—character, and not made to appear as the
sole sources of truth and wisdom. News broadcasts must be
presented as an information service, and not as final arbiters
of critical judgment on political and social issues, and certainly
not as extensions of a censorship or propaganda apparatus.*

2. Public Affairs

Public affairs programming can have an immediate impact
on the minds of the television audience seeking to discern
manifest changes in the operation of its television services. In
fact, public affairs programming should be constituted so as
to make it accessible to all segments of national life. One
should never be afraid of presenting opposing or dissenting
views; indeed, one should always welcome their presentation,
for that presentation, in itself, always redounds to the ad-
vantage of those who control the media, since it presents them
as objective and conscientious guardians of the national trust.
(Nevertheless, the media should never be allowed to fall into
hands which would subvert either the government's authority
or the country's democratic freedoms.) The media, after all,
belong to the Greek people, and they must be utilized so as to
allow the Greek people the maximal capacity to analyze the
events and conditions which determine their political, social,
economic, and cultural situation. Public affairs programming is
not a luxury but a necessity, an obligation on the part of the
government to the people**

*1 have not dealt with the issue of the visual presentation of news, which, by the
way, in Greece, verges on the idiotic. This is a subject that cannot be examined
in the present outline. Suffice it to say, however, that those responsible for tele-
vision news in Greece must finally come to terms with the inescapable fact that
they are, in fact, transmitting the news through television, and not in spite of it.

**The one major type of news programming I have not dealt with is sports. I
would like to stress, however, that sports broadcasting is not necessarily re-
actionary, and that a transformation of sports programming could contribute a
great deal to a well-integrated news policy. Just to give one example, sports news
can be transformed from a recapitulation of scores and "victories" to an examina-
tion—perhaps weekly—of the news behind the sports, such as corruption, drug
abuse, social ramifications, and—not to give the impression that one must always
be negative to be intelligent—sports personalities as they function as citizens in
a civil society.
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D. FILM

1. Fiction

One of the most important functions that the television
system can perform is that of production agent for the national
cinema. In this manner, Greek television can create program-
ming for itself, help to promote production in the Greek film
industry, and, finally, create a source of income from the sale
of its films to the international market. Why should Greek
films be produced by Italian, French, German, or any other
national television network when they can be produced by
Greek television? (Or to state the question in another form:
Why shouldn't Greek television follow the example of West
German television, which was basic to the creation and support
of the New German Cinema before it became internationally
accepted?) It is imperative that Greek television implement a
production strategy which will make it the leading producer of
Greek films. We must finally understand that, in addition to
its obvious significance, the significance of cultural production,
especially in the conditions of the international economy, is
directly financial. If Greek television begins to serve as a pro-
duction agent for the Greek cinema, it will not only spur
development in Greek films, it can create a permanent source
of income for Greek television itself and, of course, for wider
segments of the Greek economy.

2. Documentary

Regardless of its capacity or willingness to undertake
feature fiction film production, Greek television should im-
mediately form an autonomous documentary film section or
sections. Documentary cinema is the most direct and uncom-
promising mode through which to address the variety of polit-
ical, social, economic, and cultural issues that simply cannot be
dealt with as fully or extensively as they warrant within the
restrictions of daily television news production. The documentary
can literally serve as a window on the Greek nation; it can
permit television to focus on, and reflect, the many aspects of
Greek national life that are now ignored by the mass media.
Finally, it should also be a policy of the television system to
set aside a part of its budget for the acquisition of independent
documentaries of exceptional quality.
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3. Classical Films

There must be an increase in the presentation of classical
films of the international and Greek cinema. Furthermore, these
films or, even better, film series should not be presented dis-
jointedly, without any type of context, but should be a part
of a general cultural policy of critical presentation and elucida-
tion. Classical film series should always be presented with an
introduction that will place the films in their historical and
esthetic milieux, and, whenever feasible, they should be followed
by some kind of discussion in which specialists in the cinema
will participate. It should be stressed that these programs
should, in fact, be produced in collaboration with film specialists,
and not simply put together as "filler" for broadcast time.
Finally, it should also be mentioned that all cultural program-
ming, whether it is theater, music, or dance, should always be
presented contextually and with the collaboration of specialists
in the various fields.

E. SPECIAL PROGRAMMING

I. Avant-Garde and Video

One of the primary goals of national mass media should
always—and uncompromisingly—be universality. In other words,
the mass media should function on the principle that they have
a responsibility to offer programming for all segments of the
national audience. Thus, in conjunction with their "mainstream"
programs, there should also be a section of airtime given over
to the presentation of avant-garde and video programs inde-
pendently produced and representing alternative directions in
television production. The national television network should,
as much as is feasible, act as the primary promoter of television
in all its manifestations, that is, not only political and social
but also esthetic. National television should guarantee all tele-
vision and video artists a permanent forum for the exhibition
and broadcasting of their works.

2. Cultural, Historical, and Humanities Programming

As much as possible, television should augment its regular
broadcast schedule with cultural, historical, and, in the broad
sense, humanities programs (both in individual and serial
form). The production of these types of programs is a very
complex balance of visual and intellectual articulation, and so,
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they should involve specialists in the various fields themselves.
In fact, it would undoubtedly contribute to the efficiency of
production of this kind of programming if a Cultural and
Humanities Section could be organized within the national net-
work to oversee all of its aspects. In addition to all of its
other functions, this Section would ensure that respected
specialists in the various fields of culture, the humanities,
history, and the social sciences would be members of the pro-
duction staffs of the various programs, thus safeguarding both
their authenticity and integrity. A comprehensive strategy of
cultural and humanities programming could become a central
instrument in the mass education and intellectual enlightenment
of the nation. Finally, it should be stressed that, as much as
possible, television programming of a cultural nature should be
original and devised for television specifically, as opposed to
being just a transmission or replication of an already existent
cultural event, such as the transmission of an opera, ballet, or
play. The point is not to bring television to these other cultural
manifestations, but to bring these other cultural manifestations
to television, thus molding them to television's esthetic form.

F. FOREIGN PROGRAMS

There is not much to be said for this kind of programming
except for the obvious points. First, it is clear that, as long as
Greek television does not prossess the industrial and esthetic in-
frastructure, and the economic resources, to produce all of its own
programming, it will have to depend, to some extent—more and
more limited, as time passes, it is to be hoped—on foreign programs.
Second, since that reality is inescapable, it must be mitigated as
much as possible, which is to say that those responsible for buying
foreign programs must always ensure that those programs: (a) do
not subvert, offend, or repudiate either the cultural values of Greece
or its national consciousness; (b) are consonant with the general
programming strategy of the Greek television system; and (c) do,
in fact, represent the best, both in terms of esthetic and sociopolitical
formulation, that can be acquired from the countries concerned, and,
for that matter, the world in general. Under no circumstance;
should Greek television continue to be the receptacle of substand-
ard television programs that, in addition to everything else, promote
an ideological perception of the world not shared by the Greek
nation. In any event, there are enough programs produced in the
world, and in every country, that are of a high esthetic and intel-
lectual level, and that could easily contribute to augmenting the
quality of Greek television.
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III. Channel Differentiation

An attempt must be made to ensure the maximal variety in program-
ming, which is to say, the maximal distinction, and, as a basis for that
distinction, the differentiation between the two television channels. ERT
and YENED should be restructured and redefined on the foundation of
choice. At any given time of the program schedule and on any given
day, there should be a manifest difference between the kind of program-
ming available on ERT and the kind seen on YENED. Furthermore, the
two channels should have autonomous authority to design their program-
ming within the general guidelines laid down to them by the central
broadcasing authority. In any case, each of the channels should have, and
be allowed to develop further, a distinct personality. Furthermore, this
personality can be based on the already-existent distinctions. For example,
as YENED is known as the more "popular" channel (unfortunately, in
the negative sense of that word), its reorganization could proceed on
the basis of having YENED as the central—but, by no means, exclusive—
channel of more popular or entertainment programming, while making
ERT the channel of public affairs and cultural-historical programming.
Once again, what is important in any case is that all programming, on
both channels, be of the highest possible quality, and that the Greek
television viewer always be given maximal choice of programming at
every moment of television broadcasting.

IV. Financing

It is difficult, if not impossible, to discuss the financing of a national
television network without relevant data at one's disposal. Nevertheless,
two things are clear. First, that a very small and restricted usage tax on
receivers can be extraordinarily productive in creating a capital founda-
tion for production and maintenance. (Just to cite an arbitrary figure,
an annual usage tax of 500 drachmas per receiver, in a country with
approximately 2,000,000 receivers, will yield an annual income of
1,000,000,000 drachmas.) This, of course, has always been the basis of
most state television organizations, most notably the BBC. Secondly, if
there are clear and strong statutory guidelines, which canot be flouted
without the imposition of legal sanctions, advertising can be accepted
and used as a significant source of revenue. The important thing here is
not to allow the advertisers any power in program production or formula-
tion, and to ensure that all advertisements are acceptable to the central
authority and placed in discrete units throughout the broadcasting schedule.
In any event, the strategy of accepting advertisements should not preclude
the restriction of those advertisements within the ethical, economic, and
esthetic boundaries prescribed by the central authority. Once again, the
operation of the Independent Television Authority in Great Britain
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could provide a partial model for this kind of structure (but, let it be
said, only a partial one since the ITA has permitted itself to become
hostage to a plethora of demands by the commercial broadcasters it was
created to control).

V. Radio Programming

Radio has become one of the most horribly ignored—and abused—
aspects of media from the time of the inception and widespread dissemina-
tion of television. However, it need not be that way. In fact, radio—
precisely because of its lack of visual capacity—is peculiarly capable of do-
ing certain things that are simply impossible on television. Because radio
depends on its aural function, which is to say on the world of sound
and the spoken word, it is a particularly intellectual medium. As such,
it is specifically suited to the most precise and sophisticated presentation
of news, analysis, certain types of cultural programming, and, of course,
oral history. It is also extraordinarily well-suited to certain kinds of
cultural and political documentaries, particularly in areas such as music—
both classical and contemporary—for example. (The recent BBC 25-part
series on the history of rock music is a good example of the latter.
Because radio can focus on the word, it can create—and sustain—an in-
tellectual context that simply dissipates on television.) Music, poetry,
theater, are all particularly suited to radio presentation, not to mention
the analysis of the world of politics, economics, and social life generally.
The presentation, however, must always be original and creative. Radio
must not be a place where people merely hear talk and music. Radio
production is capable of the most sophisticated techniques, and it must
be used in that manner. In the world of mass media, there is little that
is more exciting and intellectually stimulating than a well-produced
radio program; on the other hand, there is also nothing more boring
and insufferable than a badly-made and banal one. The point is to recue
radio from its current banality and compel it to develop into a broad
channel of technical and esthetic sophistication.

VI. Administration

While it is clear, naturally, that the administration of the national
media services is quite consolidated, the fact is that the incorporation of
YENED into the ERT system will, at the very least, call for a recon-
sideration of the entire structure of ERT's administration. In any event,
the administration of an agency—or, for that matter, a government—
should never be considered final. Indeed, periodically, consideration
should always be given to a reorganization that will increase efficiency
and production, and decrease expenditures. In this sense, the example of
the Prime Minister is both profound and salutary. Just as he has already
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envisioned, and is putting into effect, a reorganization of the govern-
mental apparatus, so should ERT consider and analyze the ramifications
of its current structure and any number of varieties of possible other
structures.

VII. Esthetics

At this point, three things must be stressed about the esthetic
realization of any television policy. First, that, unlike the cinema, tele-
vision—and radio—are primarily writers' media. Directors and technical
personnel usually play a secondary role in the construction and elucidation
of most television work (with the notable exception of much video). In
fact, in addition to the writer, the most important creative person is
the producer. Thus, what ERT and YENED must do is create a pool of
writers and producers who will be able to produce programming of the
level and intelligence and esthetic articulation demanded. Secondly, an
analysis must be made of the most popular programs on Greek television
since its inception. Thus, using the information gathered from this
data, the positive esthetic elements of these popular programs can be
reformulated and integrated into new esthetic and intellectual concepts
that will, it is to be hoped, provide the kind of programming that
people have indicated in the past that they want, while, at the same
time, liberating this programming from the negative aspects of Greek
television under previous administrations. Thirdly—and lastly, and most
importantly—television must finally, in Greece, become a creative visual
medium. For, if television lacks a visual foundation and structure, it is
nothing. Greek television must, finally, become an exciting esthetic ex-
perience. It must free itself from an esthetic policy based on antique
concepts of television that have nothing to do with its current level of
development and possibility. Greek television must cease to be an esthetic—
and, thus, ideological—"box" constituted of neutral distance, neutral,
and stationary, camera angles and frames, and neutral perspectives. Greek
television must present itself as television, and not as audiovisual radio.
The video camera and the control panel must become a part of tele-
vision's creative—and not only technical—instrumentation, and thus begin
to act as a part of television's esthetic self-definition and realization, and
not merely its technical apparatus.

VIII. Conclusion

This is an outline, and, as such, is not meant to be an exhaustive
analysis in any sense of the word. Indeed, every category (and, for that
matter, subcategory) in this outline can—and should—be expanded into
a full-length analytical report in itself. Furthermore, it is clear that many
significant aspects of both television and radio broadcasting and pro-
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duction have either not been mentioned at all, or have only been sum-
marily presented. In the case of radio especially, much remains to be
said. I hope that a future analysis will take up where this meager one
has left off. Finally, as for television, there has been, in addition to
any number of other oversights, one major area of profound importance
both for the future of television in Greece, as well as for the future of
Greek culture and, in fact, Greek democracy, that has been completely
overlooked: the issue of the decentralization of Greek television. It is
imperative that, along with many other elements of national life, this
government also give the same consideration to the media generally, and
television in particular. Greek radio and television belong to the Greek
people; in the end, the people must be given complete control of them.
The question, of course, is how that is to be accomplished without
creating a bureaucratic—and political—nightmare. The point, in any event,
is not that this be done immediately, but that it begin to be considered,
so that, within the next couple of years, a strategy for both regional
television and socialized television begins to be implemented. Athens is
not Greece. At some point, therefore, Greek television—headquartered
as it is in Athens—will have to open itself profoundly to the rest of
the nation in a manner more fundamental than with just a dab of "news
from the rest of the country." The mass media are an inalienable
element of the political and social structure of the nation; as such, they
are the instrument, and right, and final property, of the entire sovereign
Greek people.



Love and the Symbolic Journey in
Seferis' Mythistorema*

by C. CAPRI-KARKA

Introduction

From the time of Homer, through that of Virgil and Dante and to
our days, the theme of the journey has occupied a central position in
literature in various forms, most often not as a simple adventure story but
as a metaphor or allegory of man's quest for wisdom or some kind of
fulfilment.

Of particular interest has been the use of the journey as a metaphor
for love. One can trace the archetypal origins of this use again in the
works of Homer, though the Odyssey also contains other very important
themes as well. At the end of Odysseus' long journey are Ithaca and
Penelope, and while many of the temptations he encountered along the
way are associated with sensual pleasure—Circe, the Sirens, Calypso—
Odysseus, the man of practical wisdom, who avoids excess and steers
away from the various temptations, is the only one to return home, while
his weaker companions are all lost.

As we get closer to our times, the metaphorical treatment of love as
a journey becomes much more complicated, just as love itself, in the age
of psychology, has become a much more complex subject.

The journey, both literal and metaphorical, is one of the major themes
in the poetry of George Seferis. Three of Seferis major poetry collec-
tions are entitled Logbook I, Logbook II and Logbook III; his modern
traveler is a mixture of wise Odysseus and his weak companion, "sensual

*This article is a chapter from the author's forthcoming book Love and the
Symbolic Journey in the Poetry of Cavafy, Eliot and Seferis: An Interpretation
with Detailed Poem-by-Poem Analysis.

The English translation of Mythistorema, as well as "Mycenae," "Santorin,"
"Days of June 1941," "Stratis the Sailor Describes a Man," "The King of Asine,"
"Helen," "The Thrush" and "Stratis the Sailor among the Agapanthi," is from
Seferis Poems, translated by Rex Warner (Boston: Little Brown and Company,
1960). The translation of "Erotikos Logos," "Raven," "Notes for a Week,"
"Agianapa II" and "Flight" is from Seferis' Collected Poems, translated by Edmund
Keeley and Philip Sherrard (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1967).
Unless otherwise noted, translations of Seferis' prose writings and poems not
included in the above collections are by the author.
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Elpenor"; and throughout Seferis' work he constantly uses imagery and
symbols associated with the journey in general and the Odyssey in par-
ticular, especially when dealing with the subject of love. This identifica-
tion of love and the journey becomes very explicit in a number of his
poems. One example is the following passage from "Stratis the Sailor
among the Agapanthi":

The first thing God made is love
Then comes the blood
And the thirst for blood
Goaded by the body's seed as if by salt.
The first thing God made is the long journey;
That house is waiting
With its blue smoke,
With the dog grown old
Waiting, that he may die, for the homecoming.

Since there can be no two "first things," the implication is that love
and the journey are one and the same thing. The poet is using the
long journey as a metaphor for the quest for fulfilment in love, a ful-
filment that is identified here with a return "home."

The same idea is expressed by two lines of poem "10" of the
Mythistorema sequence, in which the journey is presented as a failure:

The broken timbers of unfinished journeys,
Bodies that know no longer how to love.

The loss of the ability to love is equivalent here to a journey that ends
in a shipwreck; and in several other poems this identification of love
and the journey is sometimes stated explicitly, though more often implied.
Man's attitude toward love, lust, sensual pleasure, is very important in
his journey through life and determines whether he will end in ship-
wreck or home. In many of Seferis' poems, the destination is not reached—
the voyager is trapped by his sensuality and is consigned to the under-
world, where he remains, unlike his Homeric prototype, unable to find
his way back home. This is a consequence of Seferis' overall conception
of love and sensuality and the role they play in man's life. In his later
poetry the persona appears on his way to return. In an essay on his poem
"The Thrush," Seferis writes about the role of sensuality:

Those old texts hide solid wisdom. Look, Circe: the senses of
the body, sensuality, send us to the underworld, to the dead,
who can show us the way of return. And it is true that what
we call sensualism weighs a lot, as many examples show, in
the nostalgia and the effort of man for a final liberation that
some call return to a lost paradise and others call union with
God.
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This struggle of man for a "final liberation," closely associated with
his yearning for fulfilment in love, is one of the central themes of
Seferis' poetry, interwoven with his other major subjects of war and
exile. (As will be discussed, love in Seferis includes the senses but in-
tegrated with an emotional involvement, whereas sensualism refers to
lust alone.) The metaphor of the journey is ideally suited for this
struggle. There are, of course, other symbols for love in his poetry, some
conventional and some highly personal and ambiguous. It is, however,
easier to discuss love in his poetry in terms of the central metaphor of
the journey, even if one has to extend the idea of the journey to poems
which, although dealing with love, do not explicitly use this metaphor.

In order to decipher Seferis' symbolism it is necessary to trace and
connect certain repeated motifs and ideas that run through his various
poems and also his Journals, essays and novel. In spite of the am-
biguities and the many personae who appear in his poetry, one can
trace an outline of the symbolic journey of love throughout his work.
In the beginning, in "Turning Point," his protagonist has experienced an
ominous moment that turned his life upside-down. It is probable that
betrayal by a person he loved poisoned his existence and made him
realize that until then he had been wasting his life with a sterile love.
Although the poems are ambiguous, this sterile love seems to be con-
nected with some kind of hubris ("The Companions in Hades," "Fog").
The feeling that he had been the victim of a destructive, sterile love led
him to the very bitter conclusion that human beings relate to each other
in the role either of the rapacious or the hunted —the wolf or the sheep—
and finally to the decision to resign from life. This is conveyed in the
section "Man" of the poem "Stratis the Sailor Describes a Man." After
this painful experience he tried to change his life, but this was not easy.
His belief in the "omnipotence of the body" had turned into lust, a
loveless desire; love for him was spoiled and he was incapable of real
feeling. This is presented in an allusive way in the poems of the collec-
tion Turning Point and in his novel Six Nights on the Acropolis. The
sterile love that he had experienced in his past intruded into the present
and made fulfilment impossible ("Erotikos Logos"). Thus, in most of
Seferis' poems, the symbolic journey of love is interrupted, unfinished
or ends in the underworld ("The Companions in Hades," Mythistorema,
"Stratis the Sailor Describes a Man"). Only in later works like "The
Thrash" is there a determination for a successful completion of the journey
toward love, "the serene home of man."

Mythistorema

The twenty-four poems of the Mythistorema sequence were written in
the years 1933-1934 and published in 1935. The sequence is very impor-
tant with respect to the theme of the journey and its symbolic meaning,
not only because unrealized, unfinished journeys are the subject of most
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of its poems, but also because there is in it an explicit identification of
the journey with love.

As the epigraph of Mythistorema, Seferis uses two lines from Rim-
baud: "Si j'ai du goat, ce n'est guêres/Que pour la terre et les pierres." 1

The complex symbolic meaning of the stones, which appear very often in
Seferis' poetry, will be explored further in connection with poems "20"
and "21." One might say at this point, however, that although the stones
imply the decline of the senses, they mainly represent the classical Greek
tradition and the ideas of measure, balance and justice that are its rule.

In his Journals, Seferis writes that if he had come across the following
lines from T.S. Eliot's Four Quartets before writing Mythistorema, he
would have used them as an epigraph for it:a

. . . As we grow older
The world becomes stranger the pattern more complicated
Of dead and living. Not the intense moment
Isolated with no before and after,
But a lifetime burning in every moment
And not the lifetime of one man only
But of old stones that cannot be deciphered

("East Coker")

The use of this epigraph by Seferis would have implied that in Mythis-
torema the experience of life and love becomes a tragic enigma, a tragic
complication.

Seferis had not read the Four Quartets at that time, but he had read
Eliot's Waste Land and other early poems, induding "Marina." As he
writes in a letter of tribute to the English poet, he first read Eliot in 1931.
He started working on Mythistorema in 1933, and the Waste Land's
influence on it is quite evident. 'While Seferis' Turning Point was written
in rhyme and in a style suggesting the influence of the French Symbolists,
Mythistorema is written in free verse, employing the modern techniques
of Eliot and James Joyce. It is for this reason that Mythistorema is con-
sidered by many as the real "turning point" not only in Seferis' own
poetic development but in Greek poetry in general, because it marks the
introduction of these modern techniques into Greek letters.

The title of the sequence already implies the use of what Eliot, in his
essay on Joyce, terms the "mythical method." Mythistorema {Maar&
pv,a1 is a modern Greek word which, literally translated, means

1From the poem "Fetes de la Faim," reproduced in Une Saison en Enter.
aGeorge Seferis, Mem [Days), 5 vols. (Athens: Ikaros, 1977) E, 59. Only

one volume of this series of diaries has been translated into English, under the title
A Poet's Journal: Days of 1945-1951, tr. Athan Anagnostopoulos (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1974). The Greek series will be referred to
hereafter as Journal A, Journal B, etc.
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"novel."' Seferis, however, in a note, explains its use as follows:

MuficatOpyip,ch: it is its two components that made me choose the
title of this work: 31000G [myth) because I have used, dearly
enough, a certain mythology; 'Icor) Ea [both history and story]
because I have tried to express, in a certain sequence, a situation
as independent of me as the characters in a novel.*

The influence of the method of the Waste Land is evident in this
passage. However, the extent of Eliot's overall influence on Seferis' work
has been exaggerated by certain critics. Edmund Keeley, discussing this
matter in his essay "T.S. Eliot and the Poetry of George Seferis," ob-
serves that the projection of ancient myth into contemporary experience
had already been used by Seferis in his "Companions in Hades," written
before he had read Eliot. Seferis, on the other hand, who was a unique
critic, an innovator in modern Greek poetry and very aware of the literary
techniques of his time, wrote in an essay that Cavafy had employed the
mythical method "long before the appearance of Joyce's Ulysses, and
long before Yeats also."' Seferis may have profited from the mythical
method of Cavafy, but this in no way diminishes his own originality. In
any case, he did not consider the influence of other writers as a negative
element; on the contrary, he believed that "there is no parthenogenesis
in Art."'

Seferis applies the mythical method in Mythistorema by manipulating
"a continuous parallel between contemporaneity and antiquity," to use
Eliot's terms.' The mythical characters are changed in order to conform
to the different conditions of our world. The poet explains this process
in an essay on his poem "The Thrush":

Men of inconstancy, of wanderings and of wars, though they
differ and may change in terms of greatness and value . . . always
move among the same monsters and the same longings. So we keep
the symbols and the names that the myth has brought down to
us, realizing as we do so that the typical characters have changed

'In early translations, Mythistorema was rendered as "The Myth of Our History"
(The King of Asine and Other Poems, tr. Bernard Spencer et al. [London, 1948))
and "Mythical Story" (Edmund Reeley's translation in "T.S. Eliot and the Poetry
of George Seferis," Comparative Literature [Summer 1956) 215, n.3).

'The implication of this remark becomes dearer if one remembers that Seferis
mentions in "A Staging for 'The Thrush' " that he participates to a certain extent
in his characters. Aoxtpag [Essays], 3d ed. (Athens: Ikaros, 1974) 2:41.

'Page 216.
'George Seferis, "Cavafy and Eliot—A Comparison," in On the Greek Style,

tr. Rex Warner and T.D. Frangopoulos (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1966) 137.
'T.S. Eliot: A Symposium (London, 1948) 126-35.
lin The Dial (November 1923) 483.
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in keeping with the passing of time and the different conditions
of our world.°

Mythistorema is based on several ancient myths, which Seferis uses
alternately in order to achieve the effect he wants. He uses the myth of
the dead god (Adonis), the myth of the Argonauts, the Odyssey and the
Iliad, the Oresteia and a blend of the Andromeda and Prometheus myths.
What he achieves by interweaving these myths is to connect the failure
of the journey of his modern Argonauts or Odysseus' companions with
the hubris committed by the modern Orestes or Prometheus, thus imply-
ing that hubris is the reason why they never reach their destination. This
interweaving of myths and modern experience is conveyed in simple
terms by Lawrence Durrell in a comment on Seferis' poetry: "He is so
deeply plunged in the Ancient Greek tragedy but at the same time so
modern in his way of approach.""

As far as the contemporary element of the poem is concerned, the
poet works on at least two levels. One level concerns the history of mod-
ern Greece and the psychological climate that followed the Asia Minor
disaster, with the uprooting of Greeks from the land of Ionia, which they
had inhabited since the time of Homer. Some critics have overemphasized
this aspect of the poem, trying to explain it simply as a statement of this
climate of national despair. Seferis, however, did not agree with this in-
terpretation, as attested by his French translator Robert Levesque, who
writes:

Seferis does not like it at all when other people attribute his dra-
matic conception of the universe exclusively to the Asia Minor
disaster. As he himself asserts, the fate of the Greeks and of con-
temporary man is by itself so tragic and desperate that bloodshed
such as that of Smyrna in 1922 is but one cruel episode in a more
grave Odyssey."

Although the echoes of this disaster are clearly discernible in Mythis-
torema, there is also a definitely more personal and at the same time more
universal element in the despair of the unfinished journeys of the poems.

In most of the twenty-four poems of Mythistorema, the journey, literal
and symbolic, is indeed presented as an endless voyage, an aimless wan-
dering reminiscent of T.S. Eliot's Waste Land. An analogy with this
poem is also suggested, in addition to the use of the mythical method

9"A Staging for 'The Thrush," Essays, 2:32.

"Durrell made this remark in an introductory speech to a commemorative ex-
hibition for Seferis, "A Relationship with Britain," British Council, Athens, 1972.

liQuoted by Andreas Karantonis in his book '0 IlotriTU rteOpyoc Iscpinc
[The Poet George Seleris), 4th ed. (Athens: Papadimas, 1976) 132.
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mentioned earlier, by the way Seferis uses the symbols of water, thirst
and sterility and by the similarity of the landscape."

In Seferis' comments for the Greek reader which accompany his
translation of the Waste Land, the poet refers to the Grail legend and
the myth of the dead god as the basis of Eliot's poem. He writes that the
important thing to remember, when considering the different variations
of the medieval legend, is that the physical decline of the old and sick
king, the Fisher King, is extended to his whole kingdom." Seferis himself
had these legends in mind, along with those of Greek tragedy, when he
designed Mythistorema, because in it the feeling of his voyagers' sterility
is reflected, as observed by Edmund Keeley, in the Greek landscape he
describes as filled with arid mountains, dry wells and empty cisterns:

Our country is a shut-in place, all mountains
And the mountains roofed by a low sky, day and night.
We have no rivers, we have no wells, we have no fountains,
Only some cisterns, empty; they ring and are to us
Objects of worship.
A sound stagnant, hollow like our solitude,
Like our love and like our bodies.

Seferis, as one can discern in the first poem of the Mythistorema
sequence, was not unaware of the "generally admitted relationship be-
tween classical, medieval, and modern forms of Nature ritual" mentioned
by Jessie Weston." The protagonist of this poem, starting with a per-
sonal, contemporary experience, brings in the messenger (ayysAog) of
the classical drama as well as the vegetation myth suggested by
the plow opening the earth—the wounding of Adonis. The anticipation of
the messenger is an omen forecasting the tragic end of the journey, asso-
ciated with love.

Poem "2" deals with the journey in an indirect manner, through the
symbols of thirst and water associated with love. The illusion of water
which sustained the protagonist in the past has been shattered, and this
means the failure of the symbolic journey.

In poem "3," the myth of Orestes is introduced for the first time in
Mythistorema. Seferis starts building up this motif by presenting the
condition in which Orestes finds himself, the heavy task assigned to him.
There is no distinction made here between the burden of the mythical
Orestes and the predicament of the modern one—in other words, the love
experience implied in the rest of Mythistorema. This theme is more fully

"An extensive discussion of this similarity is found in Keeley's essay "T.S.
Eliot and the Poetry of George Seferis."

"T.S. Eliot,	 Xthpcs [The Waste Lend), tr. George Seferis (Athens:
Ikaros, 1967) 134.

"Jessie L. Weston, From Ritual to Romance (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday,
1957) 56.
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developed in poem "16," which alludes to the reasons for the failure of
the journey—an act of hubris committed in the past.

In poem "4" of the sequence, the myths of the Odyssey and the
Argonauts are blended. As in poem "1," the journey is endless; the
Argonauts neither reach their destination nor recover the golden fleece
(a symbol, for Seferis, of the erotic drive). These Argonauts and the
modem Odysseus' companions end up in the underworld, unable to com-
plete their journey. The reasons for the failure to complete the journey
in this and most of the other poems of Mythistorema are not spelled out
but are indirectly suggested. The blending of the myths already men-
tioned, especially those of Orestes, Prometheus and Andromeda, the
symbolism implied in the inability to recover the golden fleece, the
destructive effect of the water on the Argonauts, all point to the hubris
that these voyagers had committed by wasting the gift of love. The asso-
ciation of the failure of the journey with a failure in love is evident if
one follows some of these motifs as they are reiterated in later poems,
most notably in "The Thrush."

Poem "5" describes the deep yearning for a journey of the protagonist
who, obsessed by the desire to join his friends, creates the illusion of a
voyage by drawing the images of boats and figureheads.

Poem "6," addressed to Maurice Ravel, conveys the idea of a journey
not realized because of a psychological arrest, symbolized by a pane of
glass which separates the protagonist from the mythical garden and its
fountains of water.

In poem "7," the protagonist longs for a journey and makes a desper-
ate plea for communication with a person with whom he is in love. The
imaginary voyage to the past is not a "recherche du temps perdu," because
in Seferis' memory, "wherever you touch it," hurts. The poem ends with
the seizure of mad longings.

Poem "8" is an agonizing wandering on "rotting sea-timbers," which
conveys a painful sense of homelessness and precariousness. It portrays
the fragmented existence of a person—and of his whole generation—who
feels like a foreigner to life.

Poem "9" expresses the fatigue of the protagonist waiting for his
friends who do not come. He feels unable to start a journey unless he
turns to the friends he lost, and this brings him to the territory of the
asphodels (the territory of the dead) and of the wounded Adonis.

The slain vegetation god with which poem "9" ends forecasts a
period of drought and devastation, which is presented in poem "10."
The land is a dead desert, and voices echo from exhausted cisterns. The
people suffer from a terrible feeling of deprivation along with a strange
wondering, a doubt whether they have ever experienced love. As the
poem ends, they yearn for the sea, but they have been drained of any
drive for travel.

Poem "11" can be seen as a nostalgic, symbolic journey to the lost
paradise of childhood. The blood of a dead friend spreads its wings and
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freezes like the moon, throwing "a gleam of light" on the present bleak
reality.

Poem "12" portrays a typical wasteland, a landscape where, among
the remnants of scorched pines, rusted rocks and houses buried in white-
wash, life is stifled and sterile, the symbolic voyage is fragmented and
endless.

In poem "13" the protagonist, on a day of festivity on an island,
before an azure radiant sea, makes a desperate plea to a person he loves
to come and join him. The apotheosis of the landscape is the main part
of the appeal, but the symbolic journey is not realized, since the poem
ends with the protagonist's unfulfilled longing.

In poem "14," the three red doves seem to symbolize people whom
the protagonist loved and who died a violent death as if shot in flight.
The memory of the dead friends, a recurrent motif in Mythistorema, is
connected with the psychological arrest of the protagonist.

In poem "15," the symbolic journey, presented as a diffuse dream of
the protagonist—trying to approach a woman—cannot be realized because
of an intervening shadow, the memory of a dead person. He is cut off
from life and lives among dreams and desires.

Poem "16," bearing the epigraph "The name—Orestes," is a continua-
tion of poem "3" and presents the symbolic journey as a perpetual wan-
dering of a modern Orestes which leads nowhere. The protagonist is
involved in a vicious circle of hubris from which he cannot escape. He
cannot find the real sea (real love) because he "cannot escape the sea
which cradled [him]," which implies the sterile love of a past erotic
experience.

In poem "17," Seferis, using the Homeric myth of Astyanax, works
on two levels. On the more personal or local he extends the ancient myth
to a modern Astyanax in the destruction of Smyrna; on the universal, his
plea is not only to save the young boy's life but also to teach him "to
study the trees," in other words, to live by the laws of nature, to which,
in the Aeschylean view of the universe, one can trace the principles of
balance and justice.

In poem "18," the symbolic journey fails because the protagonist
wasted the water, the real source of life, by letting it pass through his
fingers. The fact that he sinks into the stone implies that the only love
he experienced was a sterile one.

In poem "19," the symbolic journey cannot be realized since the
protagonist, tormented by the tyrannical memory of his dead friends,
feels that he has reached an impasse, closed in by mountains all around.

In poem "20" ("Andromeda") the situation bears some analogy to
that of poem "10," in which the protagonist lived on a shore unable to
realize the journey. But here there is a more ominous condition: the
protagonist, like Prometheus or like Andromeda, is chained to a rock,
and the sea, instead of offering him a delightful voyage, hides a monster
threatening to devour him.
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In poem "21," the symbolic journey of love cannot be realized; sterile
love leads to petrification. The protagonist sees his gradual death—the
decline of the senses—as just, and thus the poem can be described as a
spiritual return of the protagonist to the past, establishing by his accept-
ance a communication with the ancient dead.

In poem "22" the protagonist wonders whether a person with a
"strange" bitter wound in his personal life and burdened with the tragic
fate of his race, which suffered continuous uprootings, could ever die
"in a normal way." The tragic implication is that after the agonizing
wandering in life the protagonist thinks of rest only in terms of death.

Poem "23" brings a breath of euphoria, the hopeful dream of a sym-
bolic spring, with the first almond trees in flower and the vision of a
radiant sea promising a voyage along with the hope of prosperity and
elevation of the whole country.

This hope, however, does not seem to be fulfilled in the final poem
of the collection, "24," where the protagonist and his companions find
themselves in the land of the dead with no hope of return to Ithaca.
However, the poem does not end in despair but with the compensating
quality that the failure of their journey will help others find peace in
their lives.

The first poem of the Mythistorema sequence begins by describing
the tragic end of a symbolic journey associated with love and then another
journey, northward, which also becomes a traumatic experience. As the
poem ends, it conveys the agony of a "day that would not die"—a symbol
of a journey that cannot end.

In this poem Seferis blends two myths, which are connected by the
dual meaning of the "immemorial drama." One is the vegetation myth
suggested by the image of the plow searching for the "first seed." Like
the tooth of the boar that killed Adonis, the plow opens the earth, which
will receive the seed and start another cycle of regeneration and death.
The other myth is that of Agamemnon or the ancient drama in general,
which often starts with a messenger arriving and announcing some im-
portant news. It is this messenger that the protagonist has been awaiting
for three years.

What kind of news he was expected to bring can be seen by com-
paring the motif of the messenger as it appears here and in a previous
poem. In the final section of "Erotikos Logos" the protagonist is again
waiting for a messenger:

On the stone of patience we wait for a miracle
that opens the heavens and makes all things possible
we wait for the [messenger) as in the ancient drama.
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On the other hand, Mythistorema, which was written exactly three years
after "Erotikos Logos," starts with the lines:

The messenger,
Three years we waited for him eagerly.

This common motif, as it runs through these two passages, implies a
continuity and suggests that what the protagonist was waiting for in
Mythistorema, as well as in "Erotikos Logos," was a "miracle" and that
this miracle was associated with love. This idea is additionally reinforced
by the second meaning of the "immemorial drama" mentioned above,
that of the vegetation cycle, which has always been connected with fer-
tility in the various versions of the Adonis cult. 16

What happened when the messenger finally arrived is not specified
in this poem, nor is the nature of the drama that his arrival set in motion.
It must have been a disaster, as one can guess from various references in
other poems of Mythistorema. Here we are given only the image of a
tragic return from a symbolic journey that must have had a devastating
effect:

We came back to our homes broken,
Weak in the limb, mouths ravaged
From the taste of the rust and of the brine.

Thus, after the agonizing expectation for "Three years," the journey
ended in a shipwreck; the cycle returned to where it had started, with
Adonis wounded and about to be buried.

Another cyde starts when the protagonist "awoke" with a new jour-
ney "northwards," which again turns out to be a traumatic experience.
This getting away from the warm climates can be a metaphor for the
decline of the senses. What wounded him this time were the "immaculate
wings of swans." Behind the poetic image of the swans' wings there is
something ominous. This is not uncommon in Seferis' poetry and has
been noted, for instance, also in connection with the wings of angels. We
have seen that in the section "Man" of the poem "Stratis the Sailor
Describes a Man," Seferis compares human relations to those of wolf and
sheep. This is not far from the view implied in this poem with respect
to both the vegetation myth and the parallel image of the wounding by
the swans' wings: in the vegetation cycle, the wounding of Adonis is
caused by a boar and, in one version of the myth, by Ares (Mars) the
god of war' (a rival of Adonis for the love of Aphrodite). Thus, the

"In his "Letter to a Foreign Friend" Seferis writes: "Often when I attend the
ritual procession on Good Friday, it is difficult for me to decide whether the god
that is being buried is Christ or Adonis." On the Greek Style, 171.

"As Weston writes, Mars "was originally a god of growth and vegetation, a
spring Deity, who bestowed his name on the vernal month of March; only by
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involvement of Ares and the wounding of Adonis, symbolized by the
tearing of the ground by the plow, are inextricable parts of the life cycle.
In Greek mythology, Cygnus (Swan) was the son of Mars and Pelopeia;
he was the king of Amphanae, who used to catch passing strangers and
force them into a duel that he always won until he was finally killed by
Hercules. Seferis writes in his Journals that he uses the swan as a cruel
and very vindictive bird? He uses the motif of the swan repeatedly to
associate beauty and love with destructiveness. Only in very few places
is the swan imagery used with exclusively positive overtones, as for ex-
ample in poem "7": "calmer than swan's down." In most other cases
where the swan motif appears, there is an unpleasant or destructive im-
plication, as for instance in "Helen," in the Three Secret Poems (section
6 of "On Stage") and most notably in the "Decision to Forget.""

The line "In the winter nights the strong wind from the east mad-
dened us" can be interpreted only in relation to the cycle of life, the
"immemorial drama" mentioned in the beginning of the poem. Tradition-
ally the wind is considered a symbol of poetic inspiration, but also, along
with the sun, it can be a "fructifier and creator."" Thus, the line very
probably has erotic symbolic overtones. C.G. Jung, discussing in his
Symbols of Transformation the American Indian legend as it appears in
Longfellow's poem "The Song of Hiawatha," refers to the West Wind
as "the fertilizing breath," the father of all winds, and mentions in
particular the "wooing" and the "caressing courtship" of the East Wind."

The motif of the wind is encountered in two other poems of Mythis-
torema, "7" ("South Wind") and "19," in both of which it has erotic
connotations. In all three poems the effect of the wind is tyrannical:

And once again this wind
Stropping its razor's edge upon our nerves.

("South Wind")

Even if the wind blows it brings us no refreshment.
("19")

degrees did the activities of the god become specially connected with the domain
of war" (91).

"Journal C, 180.

YBIn the "Decision to Forget" Seferis presents the hunter-victim situation using
swans as symbols of destructiveness and the village girls as innocent victims. On
another level, these cruel birds, the descendants of Ares (Mars), represent the
Aryan invaders slaughtering people and ravaging Europe. See Nora Anagnostaki's
essay "10 Iscpinc tilc MALI.% xal t5 friap.ovtffg" ("Seferis of Memory and
Forgetfulness"), in rtat 'thy Istpipn [For Seferis), eds. Leonidas Zenakos and
George Savidis (Athens: n.p., 1961) 240.

"C.G. Jung, Symbols of Transformation, tr. R.F.C. Hull, 2d ed. (Princeton,
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1967) 100.

"Jung, 316-7,
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A similar feeling of immense frustration is conveyed by the poem's
next line, "In the summer we were lost in the agony of the day that
would not die," in which the overtones of an unfulfilled erotic desire
are again quite evident.

The last lines of this section,

We brought back
These carvings of a humble art,

concern the entire poem of Mythistorema as a piece of art representing
the summing up of a whole experience. In order to understand the
psychological climate of these lines it is necessary, especially for the non-
Greek reader, to note that the words "carvings" and "humble art" are
from a well-known poem by Kostas Kariotakis, "March Funereal and
Vertical." Kariotakis' persona contemplates putting an end to his life,
and the carvings he refers to are those of the plasterwork on the ceiling
from which he plans to hang himself.'' Although Seferis is using the
words in a very different context, meaning by "humble art" his poetry,
the allusion to Kariotakis' poem brings in overtones of a tragic situation.

2

In poem "2," Seferis deals with the journey indirectly through the
symbols of thirst and water associated with love. The symbolic journey
here fails because the illusion of water, which sustained the journey in
the past, is shattered, in a manner reminiscent of the disappearance of
the illusion of water created by the sunlight in the dry pool of T.S. Eliot's
"Burnt Norton."

Seferis uses Plato's allegory of the cave in this poem, but he modifies
it according to his own views, which are quite different from those of
the ancient Greek philosopher. In Plato's view, as expressed in the para-
ble of the cave, the physical world is the world of appearances and is a
mere reflection of the real world, that of ideas. Metaphorically, man lives
in a cave, seeing only shadows, and then is taken out and exposed to the

III gaze at the ceiling plasterwork.
The meanders draw me in their dance.
My happiness, I think, would be
a matter of height.

0 humble art that lacks pretension,
how much too late I admit your teaching!
Bas-relief dream, I shall come dose to you
in vertical fashion.

Modern Greek Poetry, tr. Kimon Friar (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1973) 284.
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light, which makes him realize that he has lived up to that point accord-
ing to an illusion. Seferis' protagonist, however, when he becomes aware
of his own illusion, finds the reality disappointing and the truth bleak:

Again another well inside a cave.
Once it was easy
To bring up from its depth idols and ornaments
To give pleasure to the friends who still remained faithful to us.
The ropes have broken now; only their marks on the well's

mouth
Remind us of our departed happiness.

He knows now that what he used to bring up from the well were
"idols and ornaments," but he can no longer draw them up, because "the
ropes have broken" now for him. In contrast to Plato's ideas, according
to which man passes from meaningless illusion to enlightenment, the pro-
tagonist in Seferis' poem passes from illusion to despair. Awareness is
distressing for him because he discovers his self-deception, but this is
essentially his tragedy. As Oedipus sees the truth and the truth blinds
him, or as one of Ibsen's heroes in the Wild Duck discovers the truth
and this has a devastating effect, here the protagonist, who in the past
used to bring up idols from the well's depths "to give pleasure to the
friends who still remained faithful," now that the ropes are broken
feels betrayed—the truth is painful. He puts his fingers on the rim of the
well, and the marks on its mouth remind him of his "departed happi-
ness." In Plato's view, the man who is exposed to the light of true knowl-
edge is intoxicated by it; the shadows of the phenomenal world do not
satisfy him anymore because his world has been expanded. Seferis' poem,
with all its ambiguity, implies that the happiness imparted by the illusion
to which the protagonist seems still to cling cannot be disregarded so
easily.

In contrast to Plato's conception, according to which the physical
world, as a mere reflection of the superior world of ideas, is to be re-
jected by the enlightened matt, Seferis suggests with his poem—especially
the second half of it—that the physical aspect of this world cannot be
underestimated. This is emphasized by the sensuous handling of the last
image of the poem, the interaction of the soul and the body:

The fingers on the rim, as the poet says.
The fingers feel for a moment the cool of the stone
And the body's fever passes into the stone
And the cave stakes its soul and loses it
Every second, full of silence, without a drop.

Seferis wrote in the first volume of his Journals that he considered
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the separation of the soul from the body inconceivable.' After losing
the ecstasy of illusion, his protagonist puts his fingers on the rim of the
well and feels for a moment the cool of the stone, but "the body's fever"
passes into the stone and "the cave stakes its soul and loses it." One
would expect the cave to "win its soul" (although Plato did not use
these exact words) if one's intellect could learn to exercise complete con-
trol over the senses, which are inferior. But in this poem the feeling of
thirst and the "fever of the body" play the dominant role.

In this cryptic poem Seferis uses the Platonic allegory, but at a cer-
tain point—the point of illumination—he departs from it. His protagonist
feels like a man who lived in a cave and who was made miserable by the
truth to which he was subsequently exposed, whereas the man initiated
into true knowledge in Plato's parable is much happier with truth than
he was with illusion.

Seferis' protagonist realizes that what he used to bring up from the
well inside the cave was not water but idols and ornaments, yet this
delighted him and his friends:

Once it was easy
To bring up from its depth idols and ornaments
To give pleasure to the friends who still remained faithful to us.

As the phrase "who still remained faithful to us" suggests, some
friends must have betrayed him. He is now aware of his self-deception,
he knows that this was not real water and that there is no remedy: the
ropes are now broken. What he probably implies is that the idols and
ornaments were not real love, real water—the source of life—but a mirage,
a phantasmagoria of the senses, which at the end left him with an in-
satiable thirst. He knows the truth now, but this is of no avail because
the cave has lost its soul, the soul being here real, integrated love which
the protagonist is unable to feel because he is obsessed by the hedonism
of his past life.

3

The epigraph of poem "3" is from Aeschylus' Libation Bearers. The
words are spoken at Agamemnon's tomb by Orestes, reminding his father
of the baths where he was slain by Clytemnestra.

The poem works on two levels, like most of the Mytbistorema: the
mythical and the contemporary. On the first, there is Orestes bound to
his fate. This is expressed by his waking up with a marble head in his

22"I am thinking how foolish are the philosophies which have tried to separate
the soul from the body. As if one could separate the waves from the sea." Journal
A, 123.
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hands—that of his father—which is a symbol of the heavy task he has to
carry out to avenge his death: to kill his own mother. Orestes did not
choose his fate, he was born with it. His father was slain when he was
very young; his head "was falling into the dream as I [Orestes) rose
from the dream." Thus, he sees his life as a continuation of that of his
father. He has the hallucinatory impression that the marble head is alive
and his father's lips are trying to speak to him. This whole experience is
psychologically so exhausting that he feels as if his hands holding the
marble head at certain moments are no longer there and at others "come
back to [him),/Maimed. , '

On the other level, which is somewhat more ambiguous, the protago-
nist is the contemporary Greek, for whom the marble head represents
tradition, the heritage of a "tremendous past" so overbearing that his
present life—limited, wasted, mediocre—bends under its disproportionate
burden. There is, however, another aspect of this level, more personal,
which makes it also more credible, since without it the preoccupation
with the past would seem a little excessive. This is the modern protago-
nist's identification with the Atreus family, the possibility that he too
was implicated in an unspecified act of hubris, as can be seen also
in Seferis' poems "Saturday" and "In the Manner of G.S." In the
former the protagonist sees life as a perpetual reenactment of an ancient
tragedy with the same mechanism of hubris and justice at work, while
in the latter he specifically mentions that he "slept beside them [the
Atreus family)" at Mycenae.' He feels the burden of a hubris which
makes him identify with Orestes. The poet is very ambiguous about it,
but there must have been some traumatic experience in the protagonist's
past, the nature of which remains unclear. This would explain the fact
that the tormenting situation that rends the protagonist is much more than
what would be justified by the burden of a great past.

This idea of tradition, conveyed by the symbol of the heavy stones
and related to an act of hubris (hinted at by the condemnation of the
protagonist), is stated more specifically in the poem "Mycenae":

Needs must he sink who carries the great stones;
These stones I have carried as long as I was able,
These stones I have loved as long as I was able,
These stones my fate.
Wounded by my own soil
Tortured by my own garment
Condemned by my own gods,
These stones.

The predicament of modern Orestes and the act of hubris he has
committed reappear more explicitly in poem "16" of this sequence.

'This line suggests that the protagonist feels as if he shares, in a way, the
hubris and the fate of the Atreus family.
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4

Poem "4" of Mytbistorema has as an epigraph "Argonauts," but in
essence Seferis blends in it the myths of both heroic voyages of Greek
mythology, the expedition of the "Argo" and the Odyssey. This becomes
evident in the last lines of the poem, in which the oars indicate the
places on the shore where the companions were buried, a direct reference
to the Homeric character Elpenor."

The poem starts with a quotation from Plato's Alcibiades:

And for the soul
If it is to know itself
It is into a soul
That it must look."

Seferis comments in a note that these words, spoken by Socrates to Alci-
biades, reminded him of a passage from Baudelaire's "La Mort des
Amants."" The quotation implies that the souls of all men are not essen-
tially different, and the poet's intention in starting his poem with it is
most probably to suggest that he himself fits, to some extent, in the
description of the Argonauts that follows.

As pointed out by Demetrios Nikolareizis and also by Edmund
Keeley," Seferis uses both myths here, but he adapts them to modem
reality in a way that "removes their spine.' He entirely removes the
heroic element. His Argonauts do not succeed in recovering the golden
fleece, and there is no return to Ithaca. The companions are not ready for
struggle; they cannot face dangers. They are simply "good lads," patient
and submissive.

The Odyssey, XI.77, 78. The poet discussed the extent of his identification
with Elpenor in the essay about his poem "The Thrush," in which Elpenor is a
central character. Assuming that many readers would probably believe that Elpenor
is the poet himself, he writes that he participates in this character as every writer
participates in his own creations or, better, "to use Keats' word, Elpenor is as
much mine as the color displayed by the chameleon is his." "A Staging for 'The
Thrush,'" Essays, 2:41.

"Alcibiades, 133c.
26Nos deux coeurs seront deux vastes flambeaux,
Qui rkliechiront leurs doubles lumieres
Dans nos deux esprits, ces miroirs jumeaux.

27Demetrios Nikolareizis, 	 llapouoLoc 2of3woo °Tip N6c6 'EXX,ivn el
lIoNiarj" ["The Presence of Homer in Modern Greek Poetry"), in A oxtp.ta
Kpvstxtg [Critical Essays) (Athens: G. Fexis, 1962) 209-36; Edmund Keeley,
"Seferis' Elpenor," The Kenyon Review (Summer 1966) 382.

28Nikolareizis, 231.
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They had the manner of trees and the manner of waves
That accept the wind and the rain,
Accept the night and the sun,
And in the midst of change they do not change.
They were good lads. Day after day with downcast eyes .. .

They have no drive, no will, they are lifeless. The vigor characteristic of
young men aspiring to succeed in a mission and animated by their goal
is absolutely absent. Their journey is instead presented as an aimless
wandering from one sea to another.

Also, these modern Argonauts are surrounded by a sensuous atmo-
sphere, as suggested by the description of the shores:

. . . steeped in nocturnal perfumes
Among the singing of birds, waters that left on the hands
The recollection of a great good fortune.

This is reminiscent of those companions of Odysseus who yielded to
various temptations and never returned home. For the modern Argonauts,
too, "there was never an end to the journeys." The water "fractured the
image of their faces," the comrades died, one by one, "With downcast
eyes." Although it is normal for figures reflected in water to appear
somewhat distorted, Seferis gives symbolic overtones to this natural phe-
nomenon: the water, instead of being a source of life, appears to repre-
sent a destructive effect. They were all lost without reaching the golden
fleece. It is interesting to note that one of Seferis' characters in the novel
Six Nights on the Acropolis says that the golden fleece is the symbol of
the eternal erotic impulses® The fact that they never reached their desti-
nation and never recovered the golden fleece means, in the symbolic lan-
guage of Seferis, that their love was sterile.

The last lines suggest that the poet considers them responsible for
their fate. First he brings in the image of their oars, indicating where
they were buried on the shore, which as already mentioned identifies them
as Elpenors. Then he adds that "There is none to remember them, and
the word is Justice." This was misunderstood originally by some critics,
who read it as a plea for justice. But Seferis himself explained in an

2°"—He speaks marvelously, Lala said, only sometimes he makes me think
that his talk glides over a disinterested man who is preoccupied with other things.

—What things? Nicholas asked.
—Oh, nothing bad; let's say that he is taking a walk or drinking coffee.
—And what was he talking about? Stratis asked.
—About the golden fleece. He was saying that it is the symbol of the eternal

erotic drive; I don't know how to explain it. He was talking about a new science,
psychoanalysis .. ." George Seferis, Ntirceg artjv 'AxpanoAll [Six Nights
on the Acropolis) (Athens: Hermes, 1974) 79.
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essay that it is right that nobody remembers them: they were not heroes,
they were Elpenors."

Justice is used here in the Aeschylean sense. Although no specific
act of hubris is mentioned in the poem, they are identified with Elpenor,
who represents the man who has lost his balance and thus has committed
injustice. One can see indirectly the imbalance of these modem Argonauts
in their preoccupation with the sensuous atmosphere already mentioned,
which is out of place in what was supposed to be a heroic expedition.
The character of Elpenor is more fully developed in "The Thrush." In
his essay on that poem, Seferis points out that Elpenors, although sym-
pathetic, are not harmless: "However, let us not forget that these guile-
less men, exactly because they are 'easy,' are often the best carriers of an
evil which has its source elsewhere."" Seferis has also identified as
Elpenors the personae of the poem "Companions in Hades." In that case,
their hubris—the waste of love—is more explicitly stated: they ate the
oxen of the sun.

5

Poem "5" describes the deep longing for a journey in search of cer-
tain ambiguously described persons who "took to their ships" and were
lost forever "on the other side of the ocean."

The frustration of the protagonist bums his imagination as he sym-
bolically draws "Boats, figure-heads and shells" on a piece of paper, a
blue voyage. The image of shells appears often in Seferis' poetry and is
used in the poems "Flight" and "Raven" as a symbol of love."

In the evening, the protagonist goes to the river "Because it shows
[him] the way to the sea," and he passes "the nights in cellars that smell
of tar" as if he were in the hold of a ship.

""A Staging for 'The Thrush,' " Essays, 2:39.
"Essays, 2:40.
"Our love was not other than this:

it left came back and brought us

a strange shell our soul
insistently tried to explain.

("Flight")

What do the dead close to the roots of trees remember?
Your hands had the color of an apple ready to fall,
and that voice which always returns, that low voice.
Those who travel watch the sail and the stars
they hear the wind they hear the other sea beyond the wind
near them like a closed shell.

("Raven")
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The identity of the people who departed remained very ambiguous
for some time because the poem starts with the statement "We never
knew them," which is then changed to "We saw them twice perhaps"
and is further modified by the information that this is something that
happened in childhood. Robert Levesque, the French critic and translator
of Seferis' poems, discussed this subject with the poet, and in his intro-
duction to the French translation provides some revealing information
about it. In order to understand the situation described in the poem, at
least on the personal level, it is necessary to refer to the events taking
place in the Smyrna area at the time of the Balkan Wars (1912-1913).

The Greeks living there were persecuted, and the bravest among them
risked everything in order to reach Greece and join the fight against the
Turks. The poet's father, a prominent Greek of Smyrna, helped several of
them escape, and the young Seferis witnessed the nocturnal departures of
Greek patriots who had passed from his house on their way to their
secret mission. These figures acquired mythical proportions in his imagi-
nation, and in his memory the myth blends with their dream for a
Greece that would recapture its lost territory and its past glory. The loss
of these people and of this dream in the Asia Minor disaster of 1922
was a trauma that left indelible marks on the poet's personality. When
he wrote Mythistorema, years after the disaster, the departure of these
heroic figures blended in his memory with the loss of all his childhood
friends, and perhaps also a love of his youth among them, in the destruc-
tion of his hometown, Smyrna, as suggested by the recurring motif of
the dead friends throughout his poetry.

The journey blends with love at the end of the poem. These memo-
ries torment his imagination, and he becomes confused and uncertain as he
thinks that perhaps he never saw these persons, that it may all have been
a hallucination, a dream "at the time sleep still/Was leading [him)
close up to the breathing wave." Perhaps he looks for them because he
is "looking for/ The other life that is beyond the statues,"" for the spell
of a lost paradise.

6

Poem "6" of Mythistorema has as an epigraph the initials M.R.,
which are those of Maurice Ravel, the French composer to whom Seferis
addresses these lines and who is most probably the "old Friend" referred
to in the last line of the first stanza.

33Here, "beyond the statues" refers to a past happiness, before the protagonist
felt alienated as if turning into stone. The reasons for this process are presented
in the sections 'Wednesday" and, more particularly, "Sunday" of the "Notes for
a Week," where people become mutilated statues. As already mentioned, stones
and statues are very complex symbols in Seferis, and they will be further discussed
in connection with poems "18," "20" and "21" of Mythistorema.
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The central idea of the poem is a kind of psychological arrest, what
in symbolic terms one might call an unrealized journey. The poem is
addressed to Ravel, but it also reflects the "personal state of the soul" of
several personae in the work of Seferis, especially that of Stratis, the
protagonist of the novel Six Nights on the Acropolis, as seen in the pas-
sage quoted and discussed below. This idea of arrest is conveyed by the
image of a "blurred pane of glass" which separates the protagonist from
"the garden with its fountains"—the mythical garden of paradise and its
fountains, the sources of life. All this is now beyond his reach.

The garden with its fountains which were, in your hands,
A rhythm of the other life, beyond the broken
Marbles and the tragic columns

A misted glass will have cut it from your hours.

Seferis refers often to this "other life" as the years of a happy child-
hood. This happiness with its rhythm was followed by a catastrophe, as
implied by the "broken marbles and the tragic columns." The catastrophe
must have had both general and personal aspects related to his hometown
and his erotic life. The latter is suggested by the line the "dance among
the oleanders," since Seferis often uses dance to symbolize erotic experi-
ence—a deeper expression of harmony of the senses.

A very similar state of arrest is described by Stratis, in Six Nights on
the Acropolis, who writes in his diary about a woman he is attracted to:

After those miserable words last night, after a terrible night of
torpor, I think this morning that in essence she has everything that
I long for, like desirable things behind a display window. The
difficulty is in the glass that must be broken: a great crisis that
will sink us both."

There is an impediment to the symbolic journey, and the crisis, in case
the glass is broken, will not be a liberation but most probably a disaster.
The block is psychological; the journey cannot be realized for fear of
sinking.

As far as Maurice Ravel is concerned, his relation to the poem be-
comes easier to understand after reading a passage in the poet's journals
in which Seferis describes his impressions of a concert by the French
composer.

He does not have movements arrondies, neither himself nor his
music . . . He detests feeling; when he shows feeling it is
never his own. In Daphnis and Chloe he says: two young people
fell in love; here is how; as for me, there is not time or mood!

"Six Nights, 115.
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Since then we know how it is done; but because we know, when
we say that we have feelings we are lying. . . . I also have the
impression that he finds us all boring; the only thing that does
not bore him are the pure sounds that his instruments produce;
like metal ores. This is a personal impression.'

As suggested by this passage, in Seferis' view, Maurice Ravel, by
maintaining this distance from feeling, resembles the protagonist who
is separated from life by the glass wall.

7

The general climate of frustration because of an unsuccessful journey,
which characterizes most of Mythistorema, prevails also in poem "7,"
entitled "South Wind." The sea and the trails of mountains separate the
protagonist from a person he loves, and he is tortured by the south wind
—a symbol of deep passion—"that bares bones, stripping off the flesh."

His longing for union with his beloved is unfulfilled; the journey
cannot be realized. The desperate attempt to abolish the distance, to
overcome and annihilate the barriers that separate them with the endless
letters he writes, hoping to "fill up the parting," is only an absurd
symbolic journey, an invention of his agitated imagination to establish
communication. But this cannot last long. The memory brings back a lost
paradise, in the second stanza, which is one of the most lyrical of Seferis'
passages, but the revival of the sensuous moments ends up not in an
illusory exaltation, as it would have in Cavafy, but in a deep yearning
which becomes unbearable.

Star of morning, when you lowered your eyes
Our times and seasons were more sweet than oil
Laid on a wound, more joyful than the coolness
Of water on the palate, calmer than swan's down.
You held our life in the hollow of your hand.
After the bitter bread of exile,
In the night if we stand by the white wall
Your voice comes to us like the hope of a warming fire;
And once again this wind
Stropping its razor's edge upon our nerves.

Of special interest in this passage is the use of the image of the swan's
down as a symbol of serenity with erotic connotations. As already men-
tioned in connection with poem "1" of Mythistorema, the image of swans
in Seferis' poetry is usually connected with something destructive. This

gifournal B, 46-7.
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becomes explicit in Seferis' later poem, "The Decision to Forget," which
has as an epigraph the line from "South Wind": "Who will reckon up
our decision to forget?" Here, however, the reference is to a very early
love experience, when everything was ideal, before the protagonist had
become aware of the destructive side of love.

This poem is written in the plural, with "we" instead of "I" through-
out the narration. Seferis does this very often, especially when he writes
something that sounds like a confession or has a highly personal tone.
This strategy helps him keep a certain distance from the reader. Most of
the poems of Mythistorema are written in this manner, as if the narrator
is simply one of the Argonauts or Odysseus' companions who speaks on
behalf of all. But here in the third stanza of "South Wind," Seferis
goes one step further in this direction when he substitutes "each of us"
for the common "we."

Each of us writes to you the same things
And each of us in front of another is silent
Looking, each one of us apart, at the same world
The light and the shadow on the trail of mountains
And at you.

Seferis' purpose in using this device is ambiguous. While on the
literal level it appears as if one person with his radiance has attracted the
attention of many people, what he is probably trying to emphasize is that
he is not referring to an individual case but to a more common human
situation. In his essay "A Staging for 'The Thrush' " he refers to Elpenor
both as an individual character and as a representative of a whole group
of people."

In the second part of the third stanza, Seferis combines the emotion-
ally charged appeal "Who will lift this sorrow from our hearts ?" with
the image of the sky charged with clouds after a symbolic "heavy rain"
to create an atmosphere of depression. The image of the pine needles
"heaped up and useless" is then used to convey the desperate but futile
attempt of imagination to build, like a tower, a dream—the dream of
reunion—which collapses.

As the poem ends, the trail of mountains is still a barrier, as it was
in the beginning. Since love seems to mean everything for the protagonist,
when he says "Who will reckon up our decision to forget?" it is equiva-
lent to saying "who will reckon up our decision to resign from life?"
This personal tragedy is paralleled, on the general level of the poem, by
the calamity of the land—the Asia Minor disaster, which is implied in the
expression "Among these decimated villages."

The final line, "Who will accept our offering at this end of autumn?"
can be seen as a tragic irony, because no answer is expected and the
"offering" is a sacrifice and essentially the waste of a life.

36"A Staging for 'The Thrush,' " Essays, 2:38.
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8

In poem "8" the journey is an aimless wandering, which becomes
intolerable as the protagonist finds himself "On decks of ships out-worn"
among "Sallow-faced women"" and crying babies, without knowing how
he got there and what he is after. The fact that the ship is defective fore-
casts that the journey will remain unfinished.

This desperate and perilous voyage on "rotting sea-timbers" is an
endless roaming "from one harbour to another harbour" with no begin-
ning and no end and with a fragmentary communication: "Murmuring
broken thoughts from foreign languages." The souls of these travelers,
however, have already been "Rubbed-out by the gramophone records"
sometime in the past, presumably before they embarked on this journey,
and now they deteriorate slowly. The motif of the memory of dead
friends coming back from the past through gramophone records is en-
countered repeatedly in Seferis. Here, it may represent an explanation for
the predicament of the protagonist. This is reinforced by the line "In-
volved unwillingly in aimless pilgrimages," which, although ambiguous,
could be seen as an admission of the fact that this obsessive memory of
persons or situations that no longer exist can become, unwillingly, a
dominant factor in determining one's destiny.

On the other hand, the line "Shifting broken stones" implies that
the travelers are bound to their tradition. The marble fragments very
often represent ancient Greek tradition in Seferis, and the epigraph that
he put in front of Mythistorema, "Si j'ai du goat, ce n'est guêres/Que
pour la terre et les pierres," underlines the importance that the stones—
and the tradition they symbolize—have for him.

The travelers in this poem are uprooted and homeless. They find
themselves

In a country that is no longer our own country
And is not yours either.

Yet, they insist on shifting the broken stones, searching there for some
sort of communication with the ancient dead. In this sense, poem "8"
anticipates poems "11" and "12," in which the search for identity among
the ancient ruins becomes more explicit.

The lines "breathing in/Each day less easily the pine trees' coolness"
and "Without the sense of touch" reveal another aspect of the protago-
nist's predicament, especially if seen in the light of a remark that appears
in one of the poet's essays: "The leaf that breathes—in the sense of ful-
filment of desire.' The travelers here suffer from an attenuation of the

"As indicated by a comparison with a relevant line in the poet's Journal E (58),
what he means here is women suffering from malaria, a rather common disease in
those days.

""A Staging for 'The Thrush,' " Essays, 2:42.
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senses, which diminish every day; they lose their touch with other people
("Without men") and their universe becomes fragmented and incoherent.

As the protagonist travels "from one harbour to another harbour,"
lost and wandering, what comes to his mind is the memory of some
"beautiful islands":

We knew it, that the islands were beautiful
Somewhere round about here where we are groping
Maybe a little lower or a little higher
No distance away at all.

Although the journey does not seem to have a specific destination, this
search for the islands is introduced suddenly at the end of the poem as
if it were an answer to the question with which the poem started: "But
what are they looking for, our souls that travel . . .?" Since the pro-
tagonist "knew" that "the islands were beautiful," he must have had a
previous experience, probably from an earlier journey.

The fact that he remembers that the islands were around there,
"Maybe a little lower or a little higher," and yet cannot find them creates
the impression that they may have disappeared. This motif, the disappear-
ance of the islands, is encountered also in other poems of Seferis, and it
is of interest to examine the context. In "Santorin" the islands have dis-
appeared by sinking, which is connected with some kind of hubris and
an effort of the protagonist to forget it. On a general level this hubris,
the excess that destroys balance and makes the islands vanish is war.

We found ourselves naked on the pumice stone
Watching the islands rising out of the sea,
Watching the red islands sinking
In their sleep, in our sleep.
Here we stood naked holding
The scales weighted in favor of injustice.

Ashes and rust the islands sink.

In "Days of June 1941" the island is bleeding and wounded as a result
of the sudden shrinking of the seas. This happened after the protagonist
bathed in the waters of Proteus. But as implied by the question "Who
wants to bathe in the waters of Proteus now ?" he regrets this meta-
morphosis which he sought in his youth, when he believed in the "omnip-
otence of the body."

Who wants to bathe in the waters of Proteus now ?s'
We sought in our youth the metamorphosis

"It is interesting to note that this particular line, "Who wants to bathe in the
waters of Proteus now?" was omitted from the translation of Rex Warner, who
worked in cooperation with the poet.
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With desires that flashed like big fishes
In seas that suddenly shrunk:
We used to believe in the omnipotence of the body.
And now the new moon had risen in embrace
With the old moon; and the beautiful island lies
Wounded and bleeding, the calm island, the strong, the

innocent.
And the bodies like broken branches
And like roots torn from the ground.

In both of these cases the wounding or sinking of an island is con-
nected with an experience the protagonist now regrets or is trying to
forget. By analogy, the disappearance of the beautiful islands in poem
"8" of Mythistorema may also be connected with something in the
protagonist's past which could be behind the failure of the present
desperate journey.

9

Poem "9" begins with the indecision of the protagonist, who cannot
bring himself to set out on a journey. He remains in the old harbor in
spite of his unbearable loneliness and even though he feels he can no
longer wait for his companions, who left each in a different direction.
There is a certain ambiguity in the description of his situation: one would
expect this feeling of desolation to be the result of the desertion of a
single beloved person rather than of several, but the poet succeeds in
this way in conveying the terror of a complete abandonment. He is trying
to gather some strength in order to leave the old harbor.

I stroke the rusty cannons, I stroke the oars
So that my body may revive and make its decision.

These two lines provide a direct connection again between love and
the symbolic journey, since revival of the body would be equivalent to
setting out on a journey. Yet, this is not easy for the protagonist to
accomplish because, as he says in the next lines, "The sails give out only
the smell/ Of the salt spray of the other storm"; the indecision is due to
the memory of the previous journey, which must have ended in disaster.
It is probably the journey referred to in poem "1" of Mythistorema, from
which the protagonist and his companions returned "broken,/ Weak in
the limb, mouths ravaged/ From taste of the rust and of the brine."

His decision to live in solitude represents a negative attitude, most
probably owing to a very deep wound. The situation is parallel to that
of the man described by Stratis the Sailor in an earlier poem of Seferis."

40"Stratis the Sailor Describes a Man."
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The pessimistic view of human relations (people seen as either wolves
or sheep) and the symbolic crucifixion alluded to in that poem, the state-
ments "We loved and found dust and ashes" and "I have reached the
end," define a state of mind which is, in essence, not very different from
that of a man who looks for solitude out of despair. However, the pro-
tagonist here, although he sought the solitude himself, says that he did
not desire this "endless waiting," this disintegration, "the scattering of
[his) soul to the horizon." He realizes now that man cannot Iive with-
out communication. But, in his case, the symbolic resurrection he longs
for is not possible.

This impossibility of resurrection is also suggested by the last few
lines of this poem, in which Seferis blends the myths of Odysseus and
Adonis and indirectly also brings in Christ, the equivalent figure of the
dead god in the Christian religion.'" The common element of all three
myths is the journey to the land of the dead. Odysseus went there for
instructions on how to return home, a journey he finally accomplished.
Adonis, on the other hand, is resurrected every spring, and so is Christ.
But the protagonist here is not successful. He wished to find the moun-
tain glade when he moored among the asphodels, but the poem ends
and he does not seem to have found it.

10

The deadly wounding of Adonis with which poem "9" ends antici-
pates the decay of vegetation and a period of drought and sterility. This
is indeed the psychological climate of poem "10," which is permeated
by what Seferis has called "the 'Waste Land' feeling."

Our country is a shut-in place, all mountains
And the mountains roofed by a low sky, day and night.
We have no rivers, we have no wells, we have no fountains,
Only some cisterns, empty; they ring and are to us
Objects of worship.
A sound stagnant, hollow, like our solitude,
Like our love and like our bodies.

The prospects of a journey are here nonexistent because, as explained
in the last stanza, which starts with the repetition of the opening motif
("Our country is a shut-in place"), the "two black Clashing Rocks"
forbid the passage of ships. The reference to these mythological rocks is
important: the only ship that was able to go through them was the Argo,
with Jason and his companions on their way to recover the golden fleece,

41See Seferis comment, quoted above (n. 15).
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which, as already mentioned," is considered by the poet as a symbol of
the erotic impulse.

Seferis, describing here his country, full of mountains, roofed by a
low sky, with a complete absence of water—no rivers, no wells, no foun-
tains—and, above all, blocked by the mythological rocks, creates a picture
of absolute sterility. Even the cisterns are empty, and their symbolic
"stagnant hollow sound" resembles "our love" and "our bodies."" Thus,
the association of the absence of water with this love and with the im-
possibility of a journey to recover the golden fleece becomes here explicit.

As already mentioned in the introduction to this sequence, Seferis
wrote in his Journals that if he had read T.S. Eliot's Four Quartets at
the time he wrote Mythistorema, he would have used a passage from it
as an epigraph." In the light of this remark, one can understand better
why love here is a "stagnant hollow sound" for his persona while "our
marriages,—the dewy garlands, the marriage fingers,/Have become insolu-
ble riddles for our souls." They cannot even imagine a past with love
and spring. The rhythm of the sensuous body, what Seferis elsewhere
calls "the lovely dance,'" and what Eliot implies when he says "the
intense moment," has here been extinguished.

Demetrios Nikolareizis, in his essay "The Presence of Homer in
Modern Greek Poetry," refers to poem "10" of Mythistorema as an
example of the journey that has not even been attempted. He writes that
the poet suggests this idea by using as narrators "Mysterious persons who
live a sterile life near the shore, dying from longing for the sea but
unable to embark on a journey—as if the seaways were closed or the drive
for voyage had been drained inside them.""

The poem ends not only with this nostalgia for a journey that cannot
be realized and remains an impossible dream but also with the image of
the "broken timbers," suggesting voyages that ended in shipwreck and
never reached their destination.

'See above, p. 42.
43Seferis wrote a long allegorical poem with the title The Cistern, in which this

central symbol, described as "a den of secret water," most probably stands for sterile
love.

"Journal E, 59. The passage, from "East Coker," is:

... As we grow older
The world becomes stranger the pattern more complicated
Of dead and living. Not the intense moment
Isolated with no before and after,
But a lifetime burning in every moment
And not the lifetime of one man only
But of old stones that cannot be deciphered.

""The Thrush." Compare also "And a dance among the oleanders" (Mythis-
torerna,"6").

"Nikolareizis, 231.
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We see, lit by the sunset,
The broken timbers of unfinished journeys,
Bodies that know no longer how to love.

The last two lines represent one of the few cases in which the poet
directly juxtaposes the symbol—the journey—and what it stands for—love
—thus making the connection of the two explicit.

11

Poem "11" can be seen as a symbolic journey to a distant past. The
protagonist returns "sometimes" to his childhood years and has glimpses
of a lost paradise.

This poem should be examined in relation to the rest of Mythistorema,
because there is vagueness and ambiguity with respect to the real events
to which it refers. By comparing it to the other poems of this sequence
one can discern certain common elements and trace certain situations.

It is very probable that this poem, like poem "10," refers to a love
of the protagonist's early youth, a person who died in the Asia Minor
disaster. Although one can only make guesses about it, the first line,
"Your blood froze sometimes like the moon," implies a sudden, violent
death. In the protagonist's memory, the spilled blood of that person
"froze like the moon" but was transformed into light."

. . . your blood
Spread its white wings above
The black rocks, the shapes of trees and the houses
With a gleam of light out of the years of our childhood.

The white wings of this blood which spread over the dark landscape,
transforming it, create the imagery of a paradise. A "gleam of light"
out of the childhood years illuminates the present dark reality. Although
the white wings spread above the black rocks create the illusion of a frail
happiness, the image preserves a sad quality because it is illuminated by
the blood that was spilled and froze.

C.M. Bowra cites this poem as an example of "an image in perfect
harmony with the familiar world.""

--	 '	 471.171:77, WTI
47In "Letter on 'The Thrush' " Seferis writes: "It is so easy, just think if the

light of the day and the blood of man were one and the same thing? How far can
one stretch this feeling?" On the Greek Style, 104.

48C.M. Bowra, The Creative Experiment (New York: Grove Press, 1958) 10.
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12

The landscape portrayed in poem "12" is a typical wasteland, which
sets the mood for the journey it will present, a journey the fragmentary
quality of which is symbolized by the broken oars of the travelers—
Odysseus' companions or the Argonauts. The broken oars convey a feel-
ing of discouragement and a pessimism about the end of the journey,
and although nothing is explicitly stated in this respect, the poem ends in
the middle of the voyage with the confession of the protagonists that the
sea "embittered" them:

The sea which embittered us is deep and unexplored,
Unfolding boundless calm.

The depression of the unfinished journey is reflected also in the land.
The external landscape builds up the psychological climate: the pines are
burnt, black and yellow, the rocks are rusted and the little house—the
peaceful shelter—is described as buried in whitewash. The symbolic con-
notations of the word "buried" foreshadow the outcome of the journey:
there is no Ithaca, no home, no fulfilment at the end of this wandering.
The epigraph of the poem, "A bottle in the sea," implies that the pro-
tagonist's bitter experience may help other seafarers in their journey.

In the foreword to his translation of Seferis' poems and also in an
essay, Edmund Keeley discusses this poem extensively. He emphasizes
that "the deserted, arid, repetitious land and the calm embittering sea is
symbolic of modern Odysseus' frustrating voyage, of his failure to realize
the island paradise he longs for."" Also, examining Seferis' "mythical
method," he points out that the poet starts by establishing a realistic
setting first before introducing his mythical characters in it. "The land-
scape depicted in the first stanza of this poem '12,' " he writes, "is as
contemporary and as representative as any one might come across on a
cruise ship."" Although Greece for the most part is rather treeless and
rocky, one might add that the poet presented a landscape with darker
colors than one finds in reality in order to express a certain psychological
climate •

Three rocks, a few burnt pines, a desert chapel,
And higher up
The same landscape, recopied, begins again.
Three rocks in the form of a gate, rusted,
A few burnt pines black and yellow
And a small square building buried in whitewash;

""Seferis' Elpenor," 380.
""Seferis Elpenor," 379.
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And up the hill again, over and over,
Just the same landscape climbs in tier after tier
Up to the skyline, up to the sunset sky.

In trying to interpret the last part of the poem,

Here among the shingle we found a coin
And threw dice for it.
The youngest of us won it and disappeared.

We embarked again with our broken oars,

two facts can be of help. The first is that the youngest of Odysseus'
companions was Elpenor; the second is the ancient Greek custom of put-
ting in the mouths of corpses when they were buried a coin with which
they were supposed to pay their fare for the ferry to Hades." Thus it
seems that this cryptic passage contains a paradox: for Elpenor, winning
the dice game was equivalent to losing his life.

13

In poem "13" Seferis chooses as a setting the island of Hydra on the
day of the anniversary celebrations for the War of Independence (1821),
in which Hydra played a very important role with its naval forces. The
poet chooses this setting in order to present the sea in all its radiance,
carrying "the many-coloured and shining ships," swaying and rocking
them, "all blue with white wings." But at the same time he creates an
antithesis with a sea which was once very bitter to a person to whom the
poem is addressed. The reasons for this bitterness are left ambiguous. One
possibility is that Seferis has in mind the difference between the dark seas
of the north and the Mediterranean—the Greek Archipelago in particular
—which he has often pointed out The protagonist makes a plea to this

"Compare, for instance, the lines from "The Thrush":

And the boys who were doing diving from the bow-sprits
Go down like spindles, spinning round and round,
Bare bodies plunging into the black light,
With a coin between the teeth, still swimming on,
As the sun picks out with golden needlework
Sails, wet wood and colours of the deep sea;
Even now they go down obliquely
Down to the stones of the deep,
White shining jars.

"For instance, in the essay "Antoniou: Our Seafaring Friend," On the Greek
Style, 70.
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person to come to this transparent azure sea and experience this "miracle."
Referring to the past, the protagonist says that this person was yearning
for this "miracle" and yet was living somewhere in the north, distressed
by the rain and the fog. From the motif of the figure of the Nazarene
painted on the pavements, which appears also in another poem" and in
an essay" by Seferis, one can assume that the place was London.

Surrounded by this triumphant sea—a symbol of love, full of light,
"bursting out with colours in the sun"—the protagonist recalls the sensu-
ous image of this person and makes a passionate appeal for a reunion.
And perhaps the whole presentation of the sea in all its magnificence on
a day of festivity is only an attractive prelude to an appeal which is,
after all, rather desperate.

This is one of the few times in Seferis' poetry that the sea is presented
in such brilliance, but the symbolic journey is not realized since the poem
ends with the protagonist's unfulfilled longing.

14

Poem "14" is a short and very cryptic poem. For an interpretation,
one has to rely on the whole context of the Mythistorema and on com-
parisons with other poems in which similar motifs appear.

The color of the doves is crucial here. In a previous poem, "Turning
Point," a "black pigeon" was a symbol of an ominous moment. Here the
doves are red, which suggests blood. This interpretation is supported by
a comparison with another very short and cryptic poem of Mythistorema,
"11," in which the wing imagery is again associated with blood: "Your
blood froze sometimes like the moon .. . Spread its white wings .. .
With a gleam of light out of the years of our childhood." In both cases
the blood is that of a person or persons the protagonist has loved and
who apparently died a violent death. Relevant to this interpretation is
also a sentence in one of Seferis' essays: "Suppose the light were sud-
denly to become Orestes? It is so easy, just think• if the light of the day
and the blood of man were one and the same thing?'

Here the red doves are presented "in the light/Drawing our fate in
the light." This fate, if one looks at the whole context of Mythistorema,
is not a happy one. One might recall that doves were sacred to Aphro-
dite."

The wing imagery often used by Seferis to symbolize love can be
traced back to Socrates, who in Phaedrus describes the soul of man, when

ss"Thursday" of "Notes for a Week."
""Antoniou: Our Seafaring Friend," 69.
""Letter on 'The Thrush,' " On the Greek Style, 104.
5•See J.G. Frazer, The New Golden Bough, ed. T.H. Gaster (New York: Men-

tor Books, 1959) 345.
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he falls in love, as growing feathers and quotes two lines attributed to
Homer:

Mortals call him winged Love, but the immortals
call him the Winged One because he must needs grow wings."

Seferis has employed this imagery in "The King of Asine":

And his children statues,
And his desires the beat of birds' wings .. .

. and his ships
Moored in a vanished harbour.

Also in "Helen," referring to the calamities of the Trojan War caused
by the love for a woman, he writes:

Great pain had fallen on Greece
So many bodies thrown
To jaws of the sea, to jaws of the earth;

For a wavering linen garment, a thing of air,
For a butterfly's jerk, for a swan's down, for a Helen.

In "Erotikos Logos," in order to convey the spell of love, he again uses
the image of birds flying:

With my eyes' startling, with my body's blush
a flock of doves awakens and descends
their low, circling flight entangles me.

On the other hand, bird imagery in general is usually associated in
Seferis' poetry with trapping and hunting. In "The Thrush," for instance,
he writes:

The houses that I had they took from me. It happened
The times were out of joint. Wars, waste and exiles.
Sometimes the hunter gets the birds of passage
Sometimes he does not get them. There was in my time
Good hunting. Burst of fire took a heavy toll.

In "Fog" the souls are caught "like thrushes," and in the Three Secret
Poems the souls "stick here, stick there, at random,/ like birds in lime.""

"Plato's Phaedrats, 252c (Loeb). The similarity of the two Greek words Bona,
(love) and n'aprivca (Winged One) cannot be conveyed in translation.

r'°Summer Solstice," section 4. All translations of the Three Secret Poems are
from Three Secret Poems, translated by Walter Kaiser (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1969).
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The image of the three doves is reminiscent of Garcia Lorca's four
pigeons in his short poem "The Hunter":

Above the pine trees
four pigeons go through the air.

Four pigeons
fly and turn round.
They carry wounded
the four shadows.

Below the pine trees
four pigeons lie on the ground."

As C.M. Bowra remarks, commenting on this poem, the four pigeons
were "shot while in flight through the air."" The similarity with Seferis'
three doves may extend also to the symbolism, since also in Lorca's work
the doves killed by the hunters, or "murderers of doves," also stand for
human victims. Thus, the red doves seem to symbolize here the "people
whom [the protagonist) loved," and who died a violent death, as if
shot in flight. So it seems highly improbable that the red color of the
doves could symbolize here passion or sensuality.

A very different image, but one in which the same central symbolism
can be discerned, is found in Seferis' "Raven," in which this bird again
contains the memories of many dead people from the protagonist's past:

there's a whole crowd gathered in that bird
thousands of people forgotten, wrinkles obliterated
broken embraces and uncompleted laughter,
arrested works, silent stations

There are many wounds, inside those invisible people within it
suspended passions . . .
children slaughtered and women exhausted at daybreak.

Although this is a much more elaborate treatment, the theme is the
same: the raven here is not very different from the doves in poem "14,"
in the sense that they both symbolize dead persons whose death has left
an indelible mark on the narrator's consciousness—a mark which, in a
way, has played a central role in determining his fate.

'°Frederko Garcia Lorca, Selected Poems, tr. J.L. Gili and Stephen Spender
(London: Hogarth Press, 1943) 12.

"Bowra, 194.
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15

In poem "15" the symbolic journey of love takes the form of a
dream, but even the dream dissolves because of an intervening memory.
It is again the inability on the part of the protagonist to achieve an
integrated union with a woman.

Sleep kept displacing and dispersing you
Around me, near me. I could not touch the whole of you
Together with your silence;
Seeing your shadow growing now larger now smaller,
Losing itself in the other shadows...

Although the second line of the poem, "You breathing, like a tree
in the peaceful light," suggests the fulfilment of desire," there is no
integration. In his effort to approach her something escapes him, and he
"could not touch the whole of [hell." He held her pulse and listened
for a moment to the beating of her heart, but he realized that the cause
of her pain was out of his reach.

Seferis has dealt with dreams and their effects in "Erotikos Logos"
in a very similar manner. Dreams are usually considered to be expressions
of unconscious desires, but in "Erotikos Logos" the poet first emphasizes
how dreams function as a "school of forgetfulness'" and then he lets
the suppressed desire emerge. Here also the protagonist dreams that this
woman escapes him; he is losing her. As in "Erotikos Logos," where love
"diminishes in the mirror" because other persons intervene and make the
protagonist forget the woman he is with, the same process takes place
here in the dream. Behind the device of the frail shadows which are
superimposed on each other are hidden carnal desires; the desire for
certain persons predominates while that for this woman fades away into
oblivion:

Seeing your shadow growing now larger now smaller,
Losing itself in the other shadows.

The poem ends with the persistent motif, the tyrannical memory of
the dead friends, which is focused here on one particular person who
has "sunk into the sun, like a crow beyond the ruins,/ Without a hope of

""The leaf that breathes—in the sense of fulfilment of desire" ("A Staging
for The Thrush,' " Essays, 2:42).

"These lines of the poem are written in italics:

. . . In the mirror how our love diminishes
in sleep the dreams, school of forgetfulness
in the depths of time, how the heart contracts
and vanishes in the rocking of a foreign embrace.
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enjoying our reward." In contrast, the protagonist has lived "the life
which was given to [him] to live," and he seems to feel remorse for
that.

The epigraph of the poem, "Quid nACcCrIyein opacissimus?" brings
together the various aspects of this poem. The green leaves wrap around
the woman he is with and he is losing her. "Under the heavy planes" is
buried symbolically a person whose memory shadows the protagonist's life
like an enormous tree and frustrates his attempt to bring his journey to
a successful end.

16

Poem "16" of Mythistorema, with the epigraph "The name—Orestes,"
presents the symbolic journey as a perpetual cyclical wandering that leads
nowhere, since the protagonist is involved in a vicious circle of hubris
from which he cannot escape.

This circle is symbolized by the circular movement of a chariot as
Orestes is presented participating in a chariot race in Delphi. Like the
epigraph of the poem, the chariot race is taken from Sophocles' Electra."
Seferis uses it as a metaphor for Orestes' predicament, his involvement
in the perpetuation of crime in the Atreus family by the slaying of his
mother."

Again, again into the track, once more into the track !
How many turns, how many laps of blood, how many black
Circles of faces watching: the people watching me
Who watched me when, upright in the chariot,
I raised my hand, brilliant, and they roared applause.

Certain aspects of this poem become more understandable by compar-
ison with the section "Wednesday" of the sequence "Notes for a Week,"
with which it has several similarities. The central similarity is the vicious
circle in which the protagonists are caught up and which they wish to
break. In both poems the protagonist is surrounded by a crowd of specta-
tors, and he feels that he is constantly under observation. Also, in both
poems, the only way the circle could be broken is through love. In
"Wednesday" this is explicitly stated: "If we were to love, the circle

""What becomes of the shady plane-tree grove?" Pliny, Letters, 1.3.
"Orestes, admonished by the Delphic oracle to avenge his father's murder, goes

to Mycenae and sends his old tutor to the palace to announce to Clytemnestra that
Orestes has been killed in a chariot race at the Pythian games.

"Modern Orestes' predicament is also inlirectly presented in the section "Saturday"
of "Notes for a Week," where the actor interrupts the reenactment of an ancient
tragedy and questions his role, which requires him to murder for justice.
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would break, . . . But we can't love." In poem "16" it is only implied,
as Orestes imagines that the axle will break, the reins will break and the
chariot will stop in a field of flowers, where in the past an erotic scene
took place:

. . . The axle shrieks, the axle glows. When will the axle
Seize up in flame? When will the rein break?
When will the whole hooves tread
Full on the ground, on the soft grass, among
The poppies where in spring you picked a daisy?

This memory leads by free association to another:

They were lovely, your eyes. You did not know where to look
with them

Nor did I know where to look, I, without a country,
I who struggle on this spot.

The implication here is that both lovers were lost and might have felt
wonder and even fear. Thus, in the above lines one can discern behind
this feeling of uneasiness a slight sense of guilt, which may be connected
with an act of hubris committed by a modem Orestes. Then, this feeling
of confusion shifts to his problem of identity, his uncertainty about where
he belongs. He feels homeless and he thinks that his struggle is hopeless.
He feels his "knees failing [him] above the axle," and he tries to explain
that it is not a matter of strength but of the will of the gods:

And I feel my knees failing me above the axle,
Above the wheels, above the savage track.
The knees fail easily when the gods will have it so.
No one is able to escape; no strength will do it.

This reasoning is closer to that of Euripides in the play Electra, in which
Orestes inveighs against Apollo and the thought of slaying his own
mother: "0 Phoebus, folly exceeding was thine hest.""

Thus, although Seferis borrows from Sophocles the fictitious episode
of the chariot race in Delphi in order to use it for his own purpose, he
departs in his poem from the Sophoclean version of the myth in an
important respect: in Sophocles' play, when Orestes kills his mother and
Aegisthus he acts as a divine executioner, and the play ends with the chorus
expressing joy at the lifting of the curses from the house of Atreus,

"Line 971. Compare also "Ha!—spake a fiend in likeness of the God?" (1.
979) and

I will go in. A horror I essay!—
Yea, will achieve! If 'tis Heaven's will, so be it.
Oh bitter strife, which I must needs hold sweet!

(11. 985-7)
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without any mention of the Erinyes." The end of Seferis' poem is closer
to the version of Euripides, in which the Erinyes do not forgive Orestes.
In Euripides' Electra the Dioskouroi advise Orestes after his act to go
away in order to save himself from the menace of the Erinyes." In
Seferis' poem the Furies appear at the end:

. . . you cannot
Escape the sea which cradled you, for which you turn and search
In this moment of contest, among the breathing of horses,
With the reeds that used to sing in autumn to a Lydian mode,
The sea that you cannot find again, run as you may,
Turn as you may, lap after lap, in front of the black
Eumenides who are bored and cannot forgive.

There is no absolution for his modern Orestes. The sea haunts him like
the Furies, in the same way that Cavafy's persona is haunted by the city."
And just as Cavafy's protagonist cannot find a new city, a new sea, so
the modern Orestes cannot reach the sea he is searching for.

Evidently, the sea he cannot escape from and the sea he is searching
for cannot be the same. There are two different seas: the sea he cannot
escape from is the fate of the Atreus family, the perpetuation of crime;
while the sea he is searching for is the calm and balance, the element of
rebirth and regeneration. For the modern Orestes, the sea that cradled
him may be a metaphorical sea, probably some early erotic experiences
that spoiled his life at the time he believed in the omnipotence of the
body. There are some references to this aspect of the sea in other poems
of Seferis, for instance:

Who wants to bathe in the waters of Proteus now?
We sought in our youth the metamorphosis
With desires that flashed like big fishes

"Chorus: House of Atreus! thou hast passed
Through the fire and won at last
Freedom, perfected today
By this glorious essay.

(11. 1507-10)
"Castor: These shall find spousal-solace:—up be doing;

You hell-hounds flee, till thou to Athens win.
Their fearful feet pad on thy track pursuing,
Demons of dragon talon, swart of skin,
Who batten on mortal agonies their malice.

(11. 1342-6)
""You won't find another country, won't find another [sea) /[The} city will

pursue you."
Seferis writes that Cavafy's cities "follow men like Erinyes." Then he quotes

Cavafy's self-comment "The city, an imaginary one, will follow him, pass him, and
wait for bim," and adds, "like death in oriental fairytales." Essays, 1:414-5.
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In seas that suddenly shrunk:
We used to believe in the omnipotence of the body.

("Days of June 1941")

or the sea that became infected in the Three Secret Poems." On the
other hand the other sea that Orestes "cannot find, run as [he) may,"
is identified with love: it is the sea that gave birth to Aphrodite," the
sea that they call calm," "love, the [serene home) of man."" This is
the integrated love, the final harbor of the journey, which modem
Orestes will never reach because he will always be haunted by the Furies
for the hubris he committed in his youth.

17

Poem "17" of Mythistorema has as an epigraph the name of one of
the most tragic figures of the Trojan War, Astyanax, Hector's youngest
son, whose life could not be spared at the fall of Troy." Astyanax's fate
is part of Euripides' antiwar play Trojan Women, and by using the name
as an epigraph Seferis establishes the tragedy of Troy as the ancient
parallel to the contemporary catastrophe of the Hellenic world in Asia
Minor in 1922, a catastrophe that took place in the very same land of
Ionia, only with the roles reversed, since the Greeks were the victims
this time. Seferis makes no specific reference to the Asia Minor disaster
in the poem, and his understated presentation of the impending catas-
trophe, the uprooting of a people from the place they had inhabited for
millenia, assumes universal overtones.

In this modern version of the Astyanax myth the poet makes an appeal
for the life of the child to be saved:

.. now at the dawn of the day
Of final settlement, now that no one can tell
Whom he will kill and how he will meet his end,
Take with you the child who saw the light

""On Stage," section 4.

"And again I whispered: one dawn will come the Resurrection

As trees shine in the spring, so will gleam the dew of that morning,
Once more the sea, and again Aphrodite shaken out from the wave's foam.

("Memory I")
""Summer Solstice," section 11.

"The expression "love, the [serene homel of man," attributed to the Chinese
philosopher Meng Tzu, was used by Seferis in an early draft of his major poem
"The Thrush," which appeared in Journal E. See A Poet's Journal, 42.

"'He was either lilting from the walls by Neoptolemus or killed by Odysseus.
See also the Iliad, V1.402-3.
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Under the leaves of that plane
And teach him to study the trees.

One can discern in this appeal, beyond the general level of the poem,
the more personal disaster associated with the disaster of war. Seferis
is using the historical context for subtle instruction. When he says in
the last line "teach him to study the trees," the implication is that the
study of the laws of nature can help one search for harmony and order in
his own life.

This last line of the poem ("And teach him to study the trees") is
connected with the second stanza of the poem, which refers to tradition:

The olive trees with the wrinkles of our fathers
The rocks with the wisdom of our fathers
And our brother's blood living upon the earth
Were a robust joy a rich injunction
For the souls who understood their prayer.

Olive trees live for centuries, and their trunks are full of cracks and scars,
symbolizing here the long suffering of the ancestors and the struggle
through the years to maintain this classical Greek tradition. Rocks in
Seferis' poetry often stand for classical Greek concepts and ideas, and
the "brother's blood living upon the earth" is a symbol of the countless
sacrifices that the Greeks have made in order to survive in this ancient
land. All these were "a robust joy a rich injunction/ For the souls who
understood their prayer," namely the souls who were in harmony with
their universe, who lived with certain beliefs and who knew where to
address themselves in difficult times.

Although the poet's plea to save the children from the consequences
of the war is very important, the message of the last line to "teach the
children" cannot be missed by anyone familiar with Seferis' emphasis,
throughout his work, on the Aeschylean principles of the order of things
and the mechanism of justice.

As far as the symbolic journey is concerned, the poem seems to sug-
gest, although very indirectly, that the journey cannot be realized if one
does not become aware of these principles very early in life.

18

In poem "18" the symbolic journey is presented as an immense waste
and failure:

I am sorry to have allowed a broad river to pass between my
fingers

Without drinking a single drop.
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With all its ambiguity, this poetic image associated with water, the
regenerating element, conveys the feeling of wasted love.

It is a terrible regret on the part of the protagonist for a loss, a mis-
hap for which he seems to blame himself.

Now I sink into the stone.
A small pine tree on the red soil
Is all the companionship I have.

As the river passed and the protagonist admits that he did not drink a
single drop of water, he sinks into the stone, which is equivalent to
turning into stone, a process suggesting decline of the senses and sterility.

The small tree on the red soil, all the companionship he has, is a
pine tree, which is sacred to Attic,'' the hanged god—an avatar of Adonis.
This is another connection with the memory of a person who died in the
past.

The ambiguity about the reasons for the protagonist's plight seems
to be intentional, and any explication can only be tentative. It is probable
that the broad river which passed between his fingers symbolizes the real
source of life, integrated love, and not sensuality or sterile love; also
that the waste of love means either the inability to love or love offered
and not accepted. This impairment may have its origin in a love of his
youth that was lost in the destruction of his hometown, as the last three
lines seem to suggest:

What I loved has disappeared with the houses
Which were new last summer
And fell to pieces before the autumn wind.

The image of the houses that were new and fell to pieces implies the
catastrophe of war. Although Seferis uses here the metaphorical language
of the cycle of the seasons, "last summer" and "autumn," it is evident
that the time element should not be taken literally. The opening lines
of the later poem "The Thrush" express this idea more explicitly:

The houses that I had they took from me. It happened
The times were out of joint. Wars, waste and exiles.

The memory of dead friends is a motif that appears and reappears
in Seferis. It has already been encountered in the poems "Haiku III,"'
"In Memoriam," "Tuesday" and "Wednesday." It is particularly im-
portant that in the latter two poems it is connected with some kind of
hubris. This motif provides an indirect connection between the hubris
of "Tuesday" and "Wednesday" and the wasted love of poem "18."

"Frazer, 374f.
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This view is reinforced if one compares poem "18" with another poem,
"The Last Dance" (1934) of the collection Book of Exercises II
(published after the poet's death)." Both poems present the decline
of the senses, but in poem "18" there is an ambiguity with respect to
the waste of love that leads to petrification—only an indirect allusion
is made to the death of a beloved person—while in the "Last Dance"
the deadening of love follows after a hubris has been committed. This
is suggested by the references to Oedipus (the old men with their
canes) and Agaraemnon (the murky bath, the net, the knife and the
purple). The bitter conclusion is that the bad roots do not wither
easily, the miasma of frenzy does not disappear and thus love dies.
The "Last Dance" has a general level referring to the excesses of
Greek history and contemporary experience. On the personal level,
it implies that once a hubris has been committed, love loses its spell—
it may become a dangerous lust, and then even restraint does not lead
to balance but to a deadening of the senses. "We drank love little by
little/a mithridatic drug it seemed/until it reached the point of
deadening." This is also implied by the title of the poem the "Last
Dance." An analogous situation is suggested in "Days of June 1941"
by the lines "Our thirst/a mounted guard, become marble/ at the dark
Gate of the Sun/he cannot ask for anything/he's on his guard."

1 9

The landscape in poem "19" is very similar to that in part I of T.S.
Eliot's Waste Land ("The Burial of the Dead"). The protagonist is

The collection Book of Exercises II has not been translated into English. The
following is a literal rendering of the poem for the purposes of this discussion:

THE LAST DANCE

An old tale slightly altered is what we are all paying off/both we and
the others/like the old men reduced to ashes/who held canes in their hands
and spoke calmly./The murky bath, the net, the knife/the purple and the
voice which was asking about the sea,/who will drain it dry,/nurtured our
life./Our love, we drank it little by little/it seemed like a mithridatic drug/
until at the end it reached a point of deadening./Indeed, we were always
guided wisely/by our people.

Enough of life, this life/between Penteli, Hymettus and Parnitha./Yet the
roots,/the roots do not wither easily,/the miasmas of frenzy, of injustice, of
shallowness do not easily disappear./Three thousand years and more/on the
same rocks/we pay off an old tale slightly altered./Have pity on those who
are waiting.

The motif of dance appears often in Seferis' poetry—for instance, in "Gymno-
paedia," "Nijinsky," Mythistorema, "Hampstead," "The Thrush," Three Secret
Poems—always connected with sensuous imagery.
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tormented by the heat, since he is exposed to the scorching sun and the
wind offers no relief.

Even if the wind blows it brings us no refreshment
And the shadow remains narrow beneath the cypresses
And all around the slopes go up to the mountains.

Seferis uses the symbol of the wind in two different ways: the traditional
one, in which the wind represents the poetic process, and the one in
which the wind, associated with a deep yearning for love, has a torturing,
almost destructive effect. An example of the wind as a symbol of the
poetic process is provided, for instance, in the following passage from
the Three Secret Poems:

As pines
keep the shape of the wind
even when the wind has fled and is no longer there,
so words
guard the shape of man
even when man has fled and is no longer there.

On the other hand, the destructive effect of the wind has been men-
tioned in the discussion of poem "7," where the south wind "blows and
drives [the protagonist) mad, / This wind that bares bone, stripping off
the flesh." Another, even more explicit mention of this devastating effect
of the wind is found in the poem "Agianapa IF' :

This is no Palm Sunday wind
no wind of the Resurrection
but a wind of fire, a wind of smoke,
a wind of joyless life."

Here, in poem "19," the wind is associated with the tyrannical
memory of the poet's dead friends.

A feeling of thirst is suggested as the protagonist finds himself in
this dry, arid land. The slopes, "all around," going to the mountains
recall the shut-in place of poem "10" and convey a sense of impasse
with no prospect of a journey beyond this point. The difference, however,
is that in poem "10" there was a decline of the senses, while here a deep
passion seems to torture the protagonist. What the dead friends meant
for Seferis can be seen in a passage from his Journals: "And yet, it is
horrible not to be able to die together with a friend.""

"According to George Savidis, this poem and Desdemona's song in Othello
(IV.iii) "have a remarkable equivalence in their main theme, which is the erotic
disappointment, . . . the transition from the offer of love to the whorish counter-
offer." George Savidis, "Mt& Rep t6t.glaol" ["A Wandering"], For Seleris, 350.

"journal C, 113.
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20

The epigraph of this poem, "Andromeda," did not appear in the
early editions of Mythistorema. Seferis added this key-word in response
to a question by his French translator, Robert Levesque, and it appeared
first in the French translation and in the English of Rex Warner, and
only recently in the last Greek edition of Seferis' poems. The poem would
be much more difficult to explicate without the epigraph, because Seferis
blends in it two myths, those of Prometheus and of Andromeda." What
the two myths have in common is the chaining of their protagonists to
a rock. As in the case of modern Orestes, here again an act of hubris is
implied by the identification of the protagonist with Prometheus, as well
as Andromeda (who did not commit hubris herself but paid for her
mother's arrogance).

The blending of the two myths is evident in the very first lines: "In
my breast the wound opens again" is a reference to Prometheus, whose
liver, as is well known, was eaten by a vulture every time it regenerated,
as he was chained to a rock. The next line, "When the stars are setting
and become conjoined with my body," is an allusion to Andromeda, who
became a constellation. Like the two mythical characters, the protagonist
feels chained to a rock. The stones in the line that follows are not the
same as the rock to which the protagonist is bound, but they are also
part of his tragic predicament.

These stones which are sinking into the years, how far will
they drag me with them?

In "Mycenae," the poet expresses this same motif of the fateful stones
which cause him to sink. 80

"According to Greek mythology, Andromeda was the daughter of the king and
queen of Ethiopia, Cepheus and Cassiopeia. Poseidon, in order to punish Cassiopeia,
who bragged that she was prettier than the Nereids, sent a sea monster to destroy
their land. The oracle of Ammon instructed Cepheus to give his daughter as a
scapegoat to the monster in order to save his land. Andromeda was chained to a
rock by the shore as prey for the monster. Perseus, however, returning from the
slaying of the Gorgon Medusa, killed the monster, freed Andromeda and married
her. This enraged Phineus, the brother of Cepheus, who wanted to marry Andro-
meda himself. In the ensuing fight, Perseus showed the head of the slain monster
Medusa to Phineus, turning the latter to stone. Later, Athena turned all the char-
acters of the story into constellations.

"Needs must he sink who carries the great stones;
These stones I have carried as long as I was able,
These stones I have loved as long as I was able,
These stones my fate.
Wounded by my own soil
Tortured by my own garment
Condemned by my own gods,
These stones.
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These stones symbolize here the principles of the classical Greek
tradition, the achievement of harmony through restraint and balance, the
violation of which—excess—leads to hubris and punishment; and the pro-
tagonist feels that the task of upholding these principles is very heavy.
Here in poem "20" the protagonist's destiny is like that of Andromeda
and Prometheus, and he realizes that he has to accept this tragic fate. At
this point the poet again inserts the line from Clytemnestra's speech to
Agamemnon, which is encountered also in other, earlier poems: "The sea,
the sea, who is it that can drain it dry ?" 81 This implies an analogy of
context: in Clytemnestra's speech the sea produced the purple stain,
symbolizing Agamemnon's blood, which was about to be shed, while in
Andromeda's case the sea hides the monster that will come out and de-
vour her. As mentioned before, Seferis himself referred to Clytemnestra's
expression as ambivalent. 82 This ambivalence is more explicit in an un-
published poem in his Journals:

If you fix your eyes intensely, stretching your nerves
beyond the mechanics of the day
you may hope that a sea
will come and harden around your feet
but this is difficult and more often
habit gives birth to strange monsters
so unbearable."

He then returns to Prometheus with the line "I see the hands each
dawn beckoning to the hawk and vulture," which refers to the bird
preying on the hero bound to his rock. But it is Andromeda who speaks
again in the next line, "I, bound to the rock which suffering has made
my own" (the adjective "bound" is in the feminine gender in the Greek
text) ; she feels that through suffering she has become one with the rock
to which she is bound. She sees the trees, which "breathe the black peace
of the dead." Often in Seferis' poetry the breathing of the leaves is
equivalent to fulfilment of desire, as he has noted in an essay." But here
the trees breathe the black peace of the dead because Andromeda sees
death approaching. The same idea is reinforced by the last line of the
poem, "And then the smiles, motionless, of the statues," because here the
protagonist has turned almost completely into stone, assuming a tragic
smile.

As far as the symbolic journey is concerned, the situation is similar

"Agamemnon, 1. 958.
saThe bloody bath, the net, the knife,

the purple, and the voice asking with ambivalence,
who is going to exhaust the sea?

(journal C, 14)
"journal C, 115.

84"A Staging for 'The Thrash,' " Essays, 2:42.
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to that of poem "10," in which the protagonists live by the shore, long-
ing for the sea but unable to realize the journey. Here, however, the fate
of the protagonist is even more tragic as he is chained to a rock with
the sea in front of him. In addition, the sea, which symbolizes the inex-
haustible love, is deadly for him because it hides the monster which is
about to devour him.

21

Poem "21," along with "22" and "23," illuminates the connection
between the epigraph of Mythistorema ("Si j'ai du goat, c'est n'est
gueres/Que pour la terre et les pierres") and the whole sequence, by
emphasizing the poet's belief in tradition. The symbolic journey of love
cannot be realized since the protagonist accepts his gradual death—the
decline of the senses—as just, because of the hubris he has committed.
The poem can be seen as a spiritual return of the protagonist to the past,
establishing a communication with the ancient dead.

Poem "21" should be considered as a continuation of the idea partly
developed in poem "18," in which the protagonist regretted the waste of
love and reproached himself for it, although the later poem takes a very
different turn.

The sinking into stone presented in poem "18" turns into agony in
poem "20"

These stones which are sinking into the years, how far will they
drag me with them?

But here in "21" there is a certain compensation. In "22" there is a
search for identity, a process of losing and finding again a road, and
only in "23" is there a longing to "rise just a little higher," a frail dream
which, however, considering the way Mythistorema ends, seems not to be
realized.

The sinking into stone in poem "18" and also in this poem is a
gradual death—a "dying upright on our feet," as we are "Made one in
the brotherhood of stone." However, the protagonist here says that he
forgot his suffering, his unhappiness, for a while; he was able to go
beyond his personal drama and express an acceptance of his fate and of
the laws of justice that govern life and death. The expression "We forgot
ourselves" is crucial in this poem because it implies that the protagonist
forgot his solipsistic world and could perceive the just order of things
in the universe. Seferis does not mean this here in the Christian sense—
denying this life for a life after death—but in the pagan classical Greek
conception, according to which life is a precious gift that can be lost
irrevocably if one violates the laws of nature that keep the world in
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equilibrium. His protagonist here believes that "death has ways that are
uncharted/ And a justice that is its own." In this sense his death is just:
love wasted or spoiled leads to petrification, a "brotherhood of stone."
This is analogous to the poet's attitude toward the Elpenors of poem "4"
(the modern Argonauts), who died and were forgotten by everybody."

A stronger statement of acceptance of the punishment of excess is
found in a poem that appeared only in Seferis' Journals:

Lord, who are what I believe
help me.
Help me get through these times without losing the little
peace that is left to me
help me, in these times of fear and plunder, of cowardliness,
of paying for our sins, pay for my own sins as I must
for them.
And if catastrophe is to fall upon me, let it fall as it
is right—in justice."

The symbolic meaning of turning into stone in this case is complex
and ambiguous. "Made one in the brotherhood of stone, / Bound together
in hardness and in weakness" expresses the gradual decline of the senses
but possibly also restraint in the effort to avoid lustfulness. The lines
"while we are dying upright on our feet,/ Made one in the brotherhood
of stone" imply a torment, while the fact that the ancient dead have
risen again and are smiling indicates that the protagonist has found some
compensation and is at peace with himself.

22

Poem "22" is written in the form of one long question; the essence
of the question is articulated only in the very last line of the poem: "Shall
we be able to die in a normal way ?" while all the rest of the poem
consists of three introductory sentences, one in each stanza, all starting
with "Because . . ." explaining the reasons for which the protagonist has
doubts about the way his life is going to end. Exasperated by his mis-
fortunes, he thinks of the sad privilege of feeling alive and wonders if
he shall be able at least to die "in a normal way."

Throughout the poem, Seferis works on two levels, the personal and
the general, which he blends, as he does in almost all of the poems of
the Mythistorema sequence. In the first stanza the personal level predomi-

"-There is none to remember them, and the word is Justice." Seferis adds in
an essay that "it is just that nobody remembers them; they are not heroes, they are
Elpenors." "A Staging for 'The Thrush,'" Essays, 2:39.

88.1 ournal C, 193-4.
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nates as the protagonist refers to events in his past life. In the second,
the tragic fate of Hellenism is more in the foreground, although the
protagonist's personal involvement is also evident. In the last the empha-
sis is on the protagonist's painful sensitivity, which sets him apart both
as an individual and as a member of a nation with a long tradition and a
tragic fate.

In presenting the unusual circumstances that make him question
whether he can die "in a normal way," the protagonist—using the im-
personal "we"—starts by mentioning that "many things have passed
before our eyes" and yet "we saw nothing." The implication here is that
he did not have, at that time, the awareness or maturity to realize the
meaning of these images. On the general level this would mean that the
nation did not learn from its misfortunes and tragic mistakes through
the centuries.

From all these past impressions the memory had preserved only some
strange images, as if they were projected on a white screen, passing and
fading, related to an event that occurred one night in a walled place. The
protagonist does not tell us what these images were, but he adds that
they were "more strange than you." This reference connects, indirectly,
the strange images with a certain person. And although the reference is
very vague, the images have a strangeness in common with this person.

In the second stanza the emphasis shifts to the more general level
of national identity and the tragic fate of the Greeks wandering among
ruins.

Because we have known so well this fate of ours,
Wandering among broken stones, three or six thousand years,
Digging in ruined buildings which could have been, perhaps,

our homes,
Trying to remember dates and deeds of heroes.

The broken stones here symbolize the ancient tradition but also the wars
and destruction suffered by the Greek race in its long history. In the
psychological climate of the period this poem was written, after a national
disaster, it is this long history, "Trying to remember dates and deeds of
heroes," which sustained the nation.

On the personal level, the protagonist is presented wandering in an
agonizing search for identity, trying to decipher the broken stones and
to find his own home among ruined buildings. This restless wandering
may be related to the strange event in his past mentioned in the first
stanza, an event which, like an obscure point, remains submerged in his
memory. It is as if whatever happened in the past has left him uncertain,
suspended in the air and feeling as an imperative the need to find his
roots.

In the last stanza the two levels again blend as the poet uses expres-
sions that can refer both to the Greek nation and the protagonist.
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Because we have been bound, because we have been scattered,
And have struggled with difficulties described as non-existent,
Lost, then finding again a road full of blind battalions,
Sinking in marshes and in the lake of Marathon,
Shall we be able to die in a normal way?

As an individual, the protagonist struggled "with difficulties described as
non-existent"" by people less conscious, less aware, less sensitive than he
was—what he calls "blind battalions." On the other hand, there is an
intentional ambiguity as to whether this concerns only the protagonist or
also the entire Greek nation and its perseverance, its struggle to keep its
tradition and to survive—although non-Greeks may not always see the
point. This ambiguity is seen, for instance, in the image "Sinking in
marshes and in the lake of Marathon" (a line parallel to that of "My-
cenae": "Needs must he sink who carries the great stones"), which is a
reference to a heroic moment of national history.

From the point of view of the symbolic journey, the poem expresses
the doubt whether a person with a "strange," perhaps traumatic event
in his past, bound by the tradition and the tragic fate of Hellenism, can
ever rest from this agonized wandering.

23

Poem "23" can be seen as a continuation of "22," although there is a
complete change of tone. Here also, the personal and the general levels
blend as the protagonist addresses himself and his country at the same
time.

Poem "22" ended in a rather pessimistic tone, with the doubt ex-
pressed as to whether a "normal death" is possible after so many hard-
ships and misfortunes. After the final image of poem "22," "Sinking
in marshes and in the lake of Marathon," in poem "23" the protagonist
expresses a wish and a hope for his country and for himself to "rise just
a little higher." Overcoming the unpleasant thoughts of death, he antici-
pates a rebirth and a symbolic spring. The hope is expressed in a re-
strained voice, avoiding any exaggeration—very common in the romantic-
patriotic poetry of that time. The dream he offers is a modest one which
is not beyond reach.

Just a little more
And we shall see the almond trees in blossom
The marbles shining in the sun
The sea, the curling waves.

87A word-by-word translation of this line would read: "with difficulties non-
existent, as they were saying."
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Just a little more
Let us rise just a little higher.

The almond trees herald the coming of the spring. The marble symbolizes
the classical Greek tradition and the sea the inexhaustible source of love.

After the voyages on "rotting sea-timbers," after the wandering in a
wasteland where the pine trees are scorched, the cisterns empty and the
people in distress, a faint hope appears, the prospect of a revival, an
elevation and a happy voyage.

In reference to this poem Kimon Friar writes: "At times, throughout
all Seferis' poetry, there is a momentary glimpse of beauty . . . always
the feeling that the next rise of land may show the breaking sea, the
marble shining in the sun, the almond trees in blossom."" He implies,
however, that this recurring hope is not realistic, since "the only assurance
is to seek the dark serenity of the dead." This may be true on the per-
sonal level of the poem, that referring to the protagonist himself and his
companions; in the next poem of Mythistorema, the last of the whole
sequence, the protagonist mentions that he has reached the end and refers
to himself and his companions as "the strengthless souls among the
asphodels," as if they were dead and real life were irrevocably lost for
them. However, he adds that, although dead, they can "teach peace" to
those who will live in this country in the future. Thus, in contrast to the
personal level, it seems that as far as the country is concerned the real-
ization of the dream is not impossible, and those who follow will learn
from the misfortunes of their ancestors.

24

Poem "24," the last of the Mythistorema sequence, starts with an
identification of the "works of love" with the "works of the sea," im-
plying, together with the lines which follow, that this modern Odyssey
ends for the protagonist and his companions in the land of the dead,
where they remain unable to finish the journey successfully, unlike
Homer's Odysseus. The protagonist here, however, can assume the role
played by Tiresias in the original Odyssey and show the way of return
to "Those who one day shall live here where [he) ends}."

The descent to the underworld is a recurring theme in Seferis' poetry."
Hades is symbolic in this case, as the protagonist and his companions,
"strengthless souls among the asphodels," feel dead while they are still
in the land where others "one day shall live." But the ritual of sacrificing

86Modern Greek Poetry, 69.
"For instance, in "Mathios Pascalis among the Roses" and "Stratis the Sailor

among the Agapanthi."
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the sheep, "turning their heads towards Erebus,"" and the "dark blood
overflowing,"" is taken directly from the Odyssey—it is the ritual Circe
advised Odysseus to perform in order to be able to see Tiresias and seek
his advice. The important twist here is that for the modern Odysseus
there is no return. He knows that this is the end for him, and all he
wishes is to be able to communicate his experience to those who will
follow and to advise them, like a new Tiresias, on how to find peace. As
the poet writes in his Journals: "Our pain should either remain silent or,
if it is expressed, be so only in order to help—otherwise it is only scattered
words."'

"The Odyssey, X. 528.

°'The Odyssey, XI. 36.

92journal B, 75.



Alexandros Kotzias: Brave Telemachos 
and Expressionist Art

by CHRISTOS S. ROMANOS

The primary focus of this essay is the interrelation of art and litera-
ture in Brave Telemachos. The novel is, in turn, approached structurally
through Joseph Conrad's Heart of Darkness. The interrelation, in itself,
poses the problem of generic distinctions; the text defies traditional
definitions of the novel as a genre. The text is divided into four parts;
each part begins with an illustration. The four illustrations bear the influ-
ence of German Expressionism. The frontispiece is the artist's overall
conception of the novel; it is influenced by the work of Georges Rouault.
The artist is Epaminondas Nikolis.

The mechanism of the interrelation makes additional demands on
the reader; he becomes an observer as well. The artist does not enhance
the text with mere illustrations; he does not select a passage or a scene
from the novel and depict it pictorially. Each illustration captures the
mood and implications of the part it precedes. The second, third, and
fourth illustrations also strengthen the interconnection between the parts
of the text. The implications of the frontispiece correspond to those of
the entire novel. Art and literature are organically integrated in the novel.
The original text is modified and enriched by the illustrations. Two
autonomous artistic forms are at work; the outcome is an organic whole.

The nature of this work imposes a dialectic which consists of the
reader and the observer; it finds its synthesis in the sophisticated reader-
observer. As a result, it is with some reservation that this work will be
referred to as a novel. Since it leaves out the artist, the reference has its
shortcomings. It is no longer a crossover of genres, but a crossover of
two artistic forms which employ distinctly different media: language and
color.

In this particular work, the disparity that may exist or that may be
implied by the concept of interrelation is diminished to a greater degree.
The text is an evocation of images and appeals to the senses. It does not
state; it suggests. The rhythms and images carry the burden of the narra-
tive. The artist abstracts and shapes these images through his own artistic
medium. The illustrations are expressive of the prose they portray—they
are shaped by the text from which they stem. Both author and artist probe
deeper beneath the surface of the phenomenal apprehensible reality. Since
they are contemporaries, their conception of the times and the human

77
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condition has a common basis. The expression of this conception varies,
but the conception itself does not.

In its core, the proximity of the interrelation resists the broadest
definition of the novel genre: "The term novel is used in its broadest
sense to designate any extended fictional prose narrative. In practice, how-
ever, its use is customarily restricted to narratives in which the represen-
tation of character occurs either in a static condition or in the process of
development as the result of events or actions."' The definition does not
accommodate Brave Telemachos, which belongs to a special sub-genre, but
this, again, is a contradiction in terms. The sub-genre is broader than the
genre. It encompasses art as well as narrative fiction.

Interrelations of art and literature can be traced back to the Egyp-

tians. Although the trend is old, the comprehensive fusion of the two
distinct artistic forms is rare. The interrelations have existed in one form
or another, but it is with modernity that a total integration into a single
work has been achieved. The integration, of course, does not take place
on the canvas or the printed text; it is a collective achievement of the
artist, the author, and the reader. It is achieved by the sophisticated reader-
observer.

This collective activity has been made possible by the shift from
passive contemplation of the reader or observer to active participation. In
art, this shift has its roots in Impressionism, whose "aim was to force the
beholder in recreating the experience of the artist and whose method was
to suggest the 'impression'. . . . "2. The method finds its parallel in the
Symbolist movement, whose aim was also to create a particular mood. A
basic criterion for symbolist poetry is "the ambiguity of indirect com-
munication."' In contemporary literature, ambiguity is deliberately con-
trived; it rests on the concept of relativity—a relative point of view. It
undermines the concept of objective truth and manifests disbelief in ob-
jective reality:

Twentieth century art and esthetics are characterized by a grow-
ing disbelief in objective reality. Emphasis has shifted from the
outer world of empirical experience to the inner world that a
man can test only against himself. . . .

The shift of emphasis from the empirical world to the inner accounts for
the development of new perceptual structures; it also accounts for the
sharpened self-consciousness of modern man and woman. These struc-
tures have imposed new demands:

1Addison Hibbard and William Flint Thrall, A Handbook to Literature, rev.
and enlarged C. Hugh Holman (New York: The Odyssey Press, 1962), p. 318.

2Lillian Herlands Hornstein et al., ed., The Reader's Companion to World
Literature (New York: The New American Library, 1956), p. 230.

'Anna Balakian, The Symbolist Movement: A Critical Appraisal (New York:
New York University Press, 1977), p. 101.
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. . . As the subjective personality of the artist has assumed
control, it has demanded, in place of the old passive contem-
plation, an active participation from the observer. This is per-
haps the most important single factor in the development of the
expressionist movement.'

In Brave Telemachos, the demand is twofold: artistic and literary.
It also calls upon the reader-observer to create a synthesis of the two
beyond the work and test it against himself. It should not come as a
surprise that Nikolis, an accomplished artist, has begun to write stories.'
It is a manifestation of the new perceptual structures. Although there is
a differentiation in terms of medium (words and color), the artistic
visions which are expressed originate from the same source.

I

The nucleus of Brave Telemachos is to be found in a young man,
Peter Papaloukas, who finishes his military service after the Civil War.
Peter arrives in Athens after a long train ride to discover that his family
home is locked and abandoned.' The first illustration depicts Peter's house;
it is on the ground floor, elevated a few steps from the street. The pedi-
ments furnish it with a pseudo-classical architecture. On the right hand
side, there is a balcony. The house is painted in dark colors. It seems
ordered, but its precision is a deception. There is no background or fore-
ground, and the front surface is a muted contrast of sepia and shades of
gray. The illustration captures a mood; it suggests an empty and lifeless
shelter.

The house is described in greater detail in the text. The bell is
dead. There is a "dead silence" all around. The "front door has
faded. . . ." The text endows the illustration with the fourth dimension—
through Peter's movements and view: "With the shutters closed tight,
the two windows seem smaller. The cornice above the right window, a
triangular pseudo-pediment, is dug up—a mortar in December during
the revolution—and the extended clay tiles have broken into pieces; the
plaster fell." 7 Chronos underlines motion. Peter's eyes move and focus
on the details of the house; through images, they create the illusion of

4Peter Selz, German Expressionist Painting (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1957), p. 3.

'P. A. Zannas, "The Stories of Nikolis," Zyghos (November-December 1980),
p. 42.

'"Alexandros Kotzias: That Which Is In Our Mind, Only That Can Be Ex-
pressed . .," Diavazo (February 1980), p. 46.

'Alexandros Kotzias, Brave Telemachos (Athens: Kedros, 1972), pp. 32-33.
All references from Alexandros Kotzias's novel are in my own translation. The
page numbers will appear parenthetically after each quote.
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external reality in its four dimensions. The memory of the mortar intro-
duces kairos; the fourth dimension is internalized.

The artist dispenses with naturalistic details; he does not provide a
"faithful" illustration (mimesis). He expresses his own feelings evoked
by the text. His method finds its parallel in Kirchner, who "always drew
his subject matter from nature and external impressions, but he did not
reproduce the optical illusion as the impressionists had done. Instead, he
brought his own fantasy and personal experience into play to give in-
cisive form to original inspiration. . . ." 8 The difference is that Nikolis's
inspiration does not come from nature, but from a work of fiction. The
"external" impressions originate from the illusory world of the novel.
Text and illustration are linked by deeper interconnections; they compli-
ment each other. Words and colors interpenetrate to suggest a vision in
the perception of the sophisticated reader-observer.

The artist's method provides a sharp distinction between realism and
expressionism:

Where Realism depicts the realities of the concrete world, Ex-
pressionism reveals the abstract rhythms or universal structure,
sets forth the feelings of the artist, or illuminates the deeper
essence of the object, and expresses at highest intensity the values
inherent in the medium.'

The subject matter of the illustration originates from fiction; it is twice
removed from concrete reality. Its precision is a contrived deception. It
captures and enhances the mood which is evoked by the text. The dark
colors suggest death; the former, warm atmosphere of Peter's home has
evaporated. What is left is an empty shell—an empty shelter, abandoned
and locked up.

The family as a unit has disintegrated. Peter's sister is sent to Europe.
The mother has moved to a much larger house, where she feels un-
comfortable and lost. The father has been transformed into a plutocratic
wheel. He maintains an affair with Yiola—a beautiful and much younger
woman. The young man arrives unaware of this drastic and final change.
His father appears to be the cause of the disintegration. It was brought
about by his dehumanization.

In the eyes of the son, the dehumanization is a form of death. At
first, it is a question: "father . . . who killed him?" (p. 57) It then
becomes a certainty: "father died one way or another, the flute left on
the bed—useless—is one of his bones. . . ." (p. 71) The passage contrasts
another scene where, in Peter's memory, the father is at home playing
the flute in the darkness of the room (p. 173). He has now become part
of an impersonal system—a dehumanized technocrat. The dark colors of

8Selz, German Expressionist Painting, p. 101.
°Sheldon Cheney, Expressionism in Art (New York: Liveright, 1962), p. 93.
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the illustration point to the emotional death he has undergone: muted
colors, sepia mixed with shades of gray.

The son rejects the father in his new guise, and he is determined
to maintain his authenticity: "the authentic Peter has not changed; he has
made up his mind, a decision made a long time ago—he took the big
leap in order to just remain Peter." (p. 41) His return initiates a quest
which takes the form of a rite de passage. He wants to uncover the deeper
causes of the disintegration of his family. The totemic frontispiece, which
has the mask-like qualities of Rouault's work, expresses Peter's agony.
The illustration suggests sleeping in pain, but Peter is gradually waking
to a full awareness. In the process, he acquires a deeper knowledge of
himself and his relation to the times.

He begins his quest at the center of the labyrinth with a visit to his
Aunt Aliki—the converging point of the novel's entanglements. Her house
is on the floor, with a balcony. Its pseudo-classical architecture associates
it with Peter's house. In the text, the two houses complement each other.
Together, they form a complex evoking the dark, gloomy atmosphere of
Marlow's visit to the Company offices in Heart of Darkness. Aliki's house
is in decay: "everything in here is a relic from another era. . . ." (p. 38)
Peter's house is deserted; the ground floor of the Company offices is also
deserted. Earlier, at his own house, Peter had forced the small window
of the front door open; he sees "further inside, the double glass door
wide open; the dining room is empty." (p. 33) While visiting the offices,
Marlow finds "the immense double doors standing ponderously ajar"; the
staircase upstairs is "arid as a desert." In the yard of Aliki's house, there
is a white cat. Inside, she talks to Peter with a black cat in her lap (p. 46).

The scene of Marlow's visit is differentiated in Brave Telemachos.
It combines Peter's initial visit to his family home as well as to Aliki's.
The parallel is reinforced by the details. The two women "knitting black
wool" allude to Peter's mother and Aliki

Often far away there I thought of these two, guarding the door
of Darkness, knitting black wool as for a warm pall, one intro-
ducing, introducing continuously to the unknown, the other
scrutinizing the cheery and foolish faces with unconcerned old
eyes. Ave! Old knitter of black wool. Moritari to salutant. Not
many of those she looked at ever saw her again—not half, by
a long way."

The two women are Lachesis and Atropos. Aliki is Atropos, and fore-
shadows death. The black cat associates her with the older knitter, who
also had "a cat reposed on her lap."12 The cat is mentioned when Marlow

"Joseph Conrad, Heart of Darkness, in Heart of Darkness and The Secret
Sharer (New York: New American Library, 1950), p. 73.

p. 74.
'2Ibid., p. 74.
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departs. In the novel, the cat jumps from Aliki's lap when Peter is getting
ready to leave. Death looms in the air. Morituri to salutant. In its original,
the illustration of Peter's house has a more threatening, blood-like color
inside the windows.13 The blood-like color, which does not appear in the
printed format, provides a further link to the crimson mask of the
frontispiece. The symbolic implications of the mask foreshadow Peter's
destiny. Lachesis is Peter's mother—she introduces him to the unknown.

The process of differentiation, manifested in Peter's double visit, is
reversed in terms of the narrative and characterization. The reversal con-
stitutes a fundamental difference between the two works. In Heart of
Darkness, Marlow is the narrator and Kurtz is the main character. In the
novel, the dichotomy dissolves; Peter is both narrator and main character.

II

The second illustration is one of a squatting figure wearing a hat
and holding what appears to be a musical instrument. The composition
is structured on geometric planes. The head is rounded, faceless. The
body is distorted, grotesque; it has the form of an asymetric oblong, with
two hands and one leg protruding from the plane. The base, which is
also round, endows the body with the formal aspect of an urn. In Minoan
pottery, artifacts were often shaped after birds and animals Humor is an
intrinsic element of this art. Although subdued, humor is also suggested
by the faceless figure. The illustration is expressionist, but the geometric
patterns give it a cubist orientation. The terchnique brings to mind Paul
Klee.

The illustration is also rooted in the prose. In the opening para-
graph, immediately following the illustration, there is a reference to an
acetylene lamp. Although these lamps are, by now, extinct, they do re-
semble a figure with a hat on:

The milky acetylene bathes the bouquets on the counter; it
embeds live shadows into the greenery, the leaves, the petals. It
is as if the flowers are made of paper and stir with invisible
strings in an odd performance. With a sweet smile, the florist
jumped from his stool. We are marionettes then, only condi-
tioned reflexes—Peter counts his change and is still boiling with
anger. The refractions of Christ or of Tamerlane. . . . He aban-
doned the florist and the flowers. (p. 93)

The acetylene lamp serves as a point of departure. In the process, it under-
goes an artistic transformation which equips it with the abstract qualities
of expressionist art. Its implications interconnect it with the novel's deeper
substratum.

"Letter from Alexandros Kotzias, June 16, 1981.
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The method stems from the passage. It is parallel to the transforma-
tions of the flowers under the acetylene lamp. From seemingly real ones,
they become paper-like; they are also pulled by invisible strings, and
stirred into an odd performance. From the flowers, there is a sudden shift
and focus on human destiny. The strings are invisible, orchestrating a per-
formance whose actors behave like marionettes. At the source and at
work are the powers of destiny operating in the darkness.

The process does not change, only the times do; they provide the
process with their distinct and particular coloration. In the historical con-
text of the novel, and in its futuristic dimension, it is the destiny of
Peter's generation. Their alternatives (in the form of conditioned reflexes)
are delineated in the prototypes of Christ and Tamerlane. The first
delineation is cyclical in form. The second is linear, embodied by Peter's
father.

Christ reenacts what has been known as the initiation rite—he is
crucified and resurrected. His quality as a godman provides for his trans-
cendence beyond historical actuality and into a purely religious context.
Tamerlane is a historical figure subject to the linearity of time and
operating in a secular context. The alternatives may be redefined. Within
the text, the path of Christ necessitates transcendence from the historical
actuality, while that of Tamerlane demands involvement in the form of
brutal, inhuman control. The dramatic tension in the novel has its source
in the powerful conflict of the two alternatives. These alternatives, incom-
patible and mutually exclusive, are deeply rooted in the civil strife. They
are a product of the time, reflecting the substratum of Greece's conditions
after the Civil War. The conflict is forced upon Peter and his generation;
it accounts for his anguish throughout the novel, whose narrative process
parallels the historical one.

Referring back to the illustration, the most striking feature is the
impersonality of the faceless figure. The text suggests the father; the
musical instrument would support this interpretation. Impersonality, how-
ever, suggests two other characters: Christos, Peter's childhood friend, and
Chrysanthos, who is to be ordained a bishop. The connection is provided
by the illustration's affinity to cubism. The geometric patterns tend to
abstract and objectify the human form: "Such tendency would affect a
progressive elimination of the human, all too human, elements predomi-
nant in romantic and naturalistic production."" The impersonality of the
figure is a form of dehumanization expressed in art. The three characters
connected with the figure are different forms of dehumanization.

The father is faced with the dilemma: either to sign and become part
of the emerging technocracy or to be eliminated (p. 179). In the novel,
technocracy has its roots in Nazism. The military machine is replaced by
the economic one. The entire world becomes an economic mechanism, an
impersonal machinery manipulated by technocrats. In short, "Hitler won

14Josê Ortega y Gasset, The Dehumanization of Art and Other Essays on Art,
Culture, and Literature (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1972), p. 12.
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the war" (p. 159). The father, absorbed by this mechanism, is thoroughly
dehumanized. He is now able to be "camp commander of Auschwitz and
play Schubert in parallel" (p. 113). In his perception, "Cain the mur-
dered and Abel the idiot are one and the same. . . ." (p. 114) The
father is also uprooted; he has become a wandering jew (p. 175).

The bishop manifests another form of dehumanization: detachment.
It is expressed in the formal, well-structured but hollow language he
employs; also, his ability to detach himself gives him an "inhuman" qual-
ity. He plays the role of Ortega's painter, who witnesses the death scene
impassively:"

Strange! Chrysanthos, without a word, lowered his glance. He
raised his eyes immediately, and his melancholy appearance was
enveloped for the first time in a hieratic austerity; it was as if
he had locked himself behind a rusty panoply. How did the
most reverend, all of a sudden, become unapproachable? Un-
cracked and impenetrable like an icon. . . . (p. 104)

The scene takes place in Aliki's bedroom. The point of view is that
of Peter's. Through his eyes, the dehumanized withdrawal of the bishop
into a rustry panoply is juxtaposed with Yiola. She is portrayed as ecstatic.
Peter has come to understand his father's relationship with her—"you
feel it, yes, how father immersed in these dazzling 'innocent' eyes. . . ."
(p. 104) The juxtaposition endows Yiola with ecstatic religiosity. Within
her converge the erotic and the religious. Her function in the novel pro-
vides a further link with expressionist art, where there is "intimate con-
nection between ecstatic religiosity and extreme eroticism. . . .""

Complete denial is another form of dehumanization. It is personified
in Christos, who is the exact opposite of Peter's father. Unlike the father,
Christos does not compromise. Christos fought with the left in 1943 and
later during the rebellion in December 1944. He refuses, though, to
participate in the Civil War (1946-1949). He explains to Peter that "the
war is no longer ours . . .; it is destruction." (p. 56) He refuses to
participate and take to the mountains, but, subsequently, when imprisoned
and tortured by the authorities, he refuses to denounce his former com-
rades. He firmly believes that Hitler won the war. The structures of post-
war society stem from Nazism. Although Christos had fought for human
decency, he now wants to divorce himself from humanity. He destroys
his identity card, refuses to continue his studies, and wants to travel
abroad without a passport. He "acts as if there is nobody around him

(p. 131), determined to cat all ties, personal and social, material
and emotional: "It is simply that he neither loves nor does not love; it
does not matter to him." (p. 162) This all-embracing denial leads to
self-destruction. Peter tries to dissuade him, but in vain. The humor

15/bid., p. 18.
18Selz, German Expressionist Painting, p. 127.
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expressed in the illustration corresponds to the manner in which Peter
speaks to -Christos. He tries to humor him and rekindle his humanness.

This form of isolation is reinforced by the mysterious character of
Telemachos. He is a Lithuanian victimized by both the Nazis and the
Communists. He lives in Greece in self-exile. At the table, he is even
more isolated than Christos. He does not speak Greek; he relates to the
rest with a Lithuanian poem which is incomprehensible to all. The descrip-
tion of his eyes is deceptive; eventually, it takes a nasty turn: "yes, his
eyes are serene. Bright and serene; they have a particular innocence, a
sweetness." (p. 131) His name is also associated with the hotel, Brave
Telemachos, which Peter has made his home. It is a run-down, rotten
establishment providing temporary accommodations to illicit couples.
Beneath the serenity of Telemachos, there is decadence—a death-wish.

Christos's determination to cut himself off from all ties is not with-
out agony. His face is like a leather mask, "with the fever (or insanity ?)
in the eyes. . . ." (p. 158) It also manifests "a suppressed bitterness,"
which is captured by the artist in the crimson totemic mask of the frontis-
piece.

III

The erotic strengthens the novel's affinity to German Expressionism.
It is suggested in the pose of the nude and the particular emphasis on
pelvis, pubic hair, and breasts. The nude is also faceless, and her pose
suggests erotic ecstasy. The hair and pubic hair blend with the red violet
background.

The erotic is manifested in Yiola. It envelopes her relationship with
the father. She is also prone to guilt. She considers herself the deeper
cause of catastrophic events in the novel: Peter's stepping on a mine,
Christos's probable execution, her priest lover's suicide, and her intended
husband's car accident after the breaking off of their engagement. When
possessed by guilt feelings, Yiola drinks and has fits of illumination: "It
happens to her often: breakdown and exultation, illumination. . . ." (p.
180) The erotic is fused with a mystical aura.

It also provides a link between father and son. Peter follows the
path of his father. In reaction to him, Peter marries a self-controlled,
rational student of law, but he has a burning passion for Lia, who is try-
ing to enter the Polytechnic to study art. In connection with Lia, frequent
allusions are made to Cleopatra. Their relationship is an erotic delirium,
and it eventually breaks up Peter's marriage. Through sheer will power,
Peter forces his wife to give him a divorce. With some modification, he is
following his father's steps. In the beginning, he is not aware of this; he
discovers it later, and, in the process, the mysterious role of Aliki is
explained. She has been engaged to the father, whom she abandoned for
a richer and older man. According to her, though, it was the father who
had abandoned her for Peter's mother, the beautiful Ismene.
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A Stendhalian technique is employed in connection with this story:
"A word, a phrase, a reading of a situation, displaced, amplified or re-
defined is seen to be right after all." 12 Julien Sorel finds out the beds are
being changed throughout the house. He begs his lover, Mme. de Renal,
to rescue him by retrieving the portrait of Napoleon hidden in his mat-
tress. She assumes it is the portrait of a woman whom Julien loves. Faith-
ful to her promise, though, she does not look at the portrait: "Mme de
Renal in her error was right. Napoleon is and will remain, almost to the
end, her rival."

In the first place, Peter explains Aliki's actions and poisonous nature
as the result of the deep wound caused by his father's abandonment. He
assumes that her motive is revenge. Yet, he finds out that it was she who
had abandoned his father: "See now, everything can be explained, the
hatred of the snake, her intrigues; she is not vengeful then. In the end,
Christos was right, she is not vengeful, she is . . . now the thing is much
simpler. . . . Peter did not quite perceive what that odd thing he thought
about meant." (pp. 308-309)

The last sentence calls for the reader's active participation Aliki
plays the role of Atropos, the fat woman, in Heart of Darkness. In the
eyes of Marlow, the fat woman "seemed to know all about them and
about me [Marlow]. An eerie feeling came over me. She seemed uncanny
and fateful." 18 Aliki is also very knowledgeable, and Peter has come to
realize it: "you know everything about everybody, and this is a great
talent. I admire you!" (p. 282) The parallel is reinforced by the meta-
phor, "she took up the yarns" (p. 284), and her association with Cas-
sandra (pp. 278/334). The invisible strings of destiny which stirred the
flowers into an odd performance in the preceding part of the novel are
in the hands of Aliki. She is also a neurotic—a refraction of Atropos.

Peter's quest to find the truth, the deeper causes of the disintegra-
tion, leads him to a deeper understanding of himself He touches the
dark delineations of his destiny. His frenzy and moments of desperation
in this part of the novel are forms of extreme self-expression which
border on disintegration. He enters the real of the BrUcke: "These young
artists not only wanted to live as complete lives as possible, but to pene-
trate in a new way directly into the essence of things. From the very
beginning expressionist prose, poetry, and criticism spoke of pure being,
the 'Urform,' the revelation of the pulse beat of life, art as the expression
of inner necessity." 2°

The "Urform" is contained in the totemic mask. Beneath a sleepy
surface, it suggests agony and pain—gradual awakening in the heart of
darkness, enveloped by the dark visions of Cassandra. Peter has come to
an understanding; the fragments begin to form a whole. It is all a

"Michael Wood, Stendhal (New York: Cornell University Press, 1971), p. 16.
p. 17.

"Conrad, Heart of Darkness, p. 74.
2°Selz, German Expressionist Painting, p. 78.
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theatrical performance, and each and every role is predetermined. At
work are two opposing forces: corrupted, inhuman authority and its
denial. The father and his circle have shaped this type of authority, while
Christos and Telemachos have shaped its denial.

The predicament of both Christos and Telemachos is that of Julien
Sorel's at the end of Le rouge et le noir. It leads to self-destruction. Like
Julien, Christos rejects the help of an attorney for his trial. In fact, he
denies any form of defense, and his execution is imminent. Peter antici-
pates the decision of his childhood friend to commit suicide: "Christos, as
I had anticipated in the end, decided to commit suicide and chose the
execution squad—that is also a way" (p. 362). Telemachos, on the other
hand, rejects the position of a university professor in Chicago to become
a deacon in Preveza. He would like to return to Lithuania, but that would
mean death. Preveza, however, is connected with the suicide of Kostas
Kariotakis, a poet who had influenced Peter's generation. [When asked
whether he was influenced by the poet, Alexandros Kotzias said laconic-
ally: "He enchanted us with his denial."]

Peter's anticipation about Christos's execution turns out to be wrong.
At the trial, Christos is found innocent, but he is sentenced to five years
imprisonment for contempt of court. He begins to write poetry. Like the
Russian youth in Heart of Darkness, Christos survives, although enchanted
by nihilism. In the end, it is Peter who combines the complex role of
Marlow and Kurtz.

Iv

The fourth illustration is one of a performing figure dressed in black.
Both hands, one arm, the face, and chest are gray. The rest of his attire,
hair, visible eye, and neck blend with the blue black background. The
face is distorted, perverted, ugly. It expresses a grotesque anger/extrava-
gance of emotion—reinforced by the raised arm, which seems to make an
appeal above—into the darkness of the background. The make-up, shades
of gray, denotes unreality. The illustration suggests decadence on the
brink of disintegration.

Disintegration is precisely what Marlow encounters, and he is in
great need of rivets. The journey into the heart of darkness is delayed by
repairs. What Marlow "wanted was a certain quantity of rivets—and
rivets were what really Mr. Kurtz wanted, if he had known it..." The
external disintegration manifested on the novella's landscape becomes in-
ternal as well; it corresponds to Kurtz's inner distintegration Marlow is
concerned with the surface; he needs rivets to repair the steamboat. Al-
though he encounters a deeper truth beneath the surface, he is evasive;
he maintains a distance from it: "There was surface—truth enough in

'Conrad, Heart of Darkness, p. 96.
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these things to save a wiser man."" Kurtz, however, gets absorbed in the
"heart of darkness." He encounters "truth stripped of its cloak of time
. . . with his own true stuff—with his own inborn strength."'

The differentiation of Marlow and Kurtz in terms of role and func-
tion in the novella extends to truth as well. In Brave Telemachos, the
process is reversed. Peter retains the role of the narrator until the end.
In the first three parts of the novel, he is portrayed as an undivided whole
character. In the fourth part, there is a split. (Between the third and
fourth parts, there is a time gap of approximately sixteen years.) Ob-
sessed with authority, Peter follows the steps of his father—his destiny.
The split is between his former authentic self and what he has become,
between surface-truth and "truth stripped of its cloak of time." The inner
conflict in Kurtz, torn between darkness and civilization, is reenacted in
Peter.

The reenactment, however, is modified. While Heart of Darkness
points to the beginnings of the world, the novel points to the future.
Marlow's journey "up that river was like travelling back to the earliest
beginnings of the world. . . ."" Peter's journey is in the opposite direc-
tion. He gets absorbed by the steel structures of mechanized, impersonal
society: "what difference does it make since all the hotels, all the urinators,
all the vases are the same; black jackets, dark blue jackets, blue panties,
nylon embroidery—they are all the same in Java as well as in Mantat-
tan. . . ." (p. 422 Although Kurtz and Peter travel in opposite directions,
they seem to reach the same point in the end: self-annihilation.

In the fourth part of the novel, Peter needs rivets more than any-
thing else. His former, authentic self differentiates itself and attacks the
middle-aged Peter with a bottle. Disintegration is inevitable. He would
like a taxi to return home, but, like Kurtz, he does not really have a
home. He is torn between the two differentiated parts of himself. In the
end, he associates himself with Telemachos, who is also homeless.

Kyrie Eleison . . . I hear the sea; the sea is groaning, swelling,
nearing, and why should you do this, Telemachos, since I am
Peter, every inch of me, and I never changed .. my head !
nor do I have a house . . . my head! Kyrie Edelson/ and since
my eyes are blue, my eyes are bright and innocent. . . . (p. 423)

Peter even takes on the determinate characteristics of the Lithuanian out-
cast. The identification of the two characters is complete, in substance as
well as appearance. The innocence of the blue eyes is deceptive. Their
color alludes to the sea—death. Beneath their innocence, there is nothing
but emptiness, a vacuum. Telemachos is not unlike Kurtz; "he was hollow
at the core. . . ."'

p. 106.
2a/bid., p. 106.
"Ibid., p. 102.
25/bid., p. 133.
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Marlow's criticism of Kurtz is that he had no restraint. Peter's frenzy
in the third part of the novel has led him to the edge. The performing
figure in the fourth illustration captures the implications of the preceding
part and foreshadows the novel's ending. The figure's theatrical pose
alludes to Peter's conclusion that all is a theatrical performance, and each
and every role is predetermined. The figure is also decadent. At the end
of the novel, while in Paris, Peter crosses the threshold into insanity. In
his paroxysm, he has a vivid recollection of Telemachos's suicide. The
Lithuanian had hanged himself in Preveza. (Incidentally, the novel is in
"memory of," but it does not state to whom.) The figure's appeal into
the darkness is verbalized in the text: Kyrie Eleison . . . Kyrie Eleison!

Peter's madness is a form of death. It is reflected in the fragmenta-
tion of the language. Key words are broken down to their initial syllables
and are left unfinished: fore—, Pe—, ho—, ho—, Lithua—, se—. Peter
crosses into madness, reciting Telemachos's Lithuanian song. Its poetic
form is distorted; the words break down into syllables and disparate
consonants.

This is one possible interpretation of the ending which does not take
into account Peter's final utterance: "oh, mother !" The utterance, in its
intensity, parallels that of Kurtz's on his death-bed: "The horror! The
horror !"" The parallel leads to the conclusion that Peter, like Kurtz, dies.
His assumed death, of course, takes place beyond the text, or he expires
with the novel's end. Textual evidence, however, undermines the con-
clusiveness of such an interpretation. Two further interpretations of the
ending are more comprehensive—one cyclical and the other linear. They
both rest on the fertile seedbed of the initiation rite. The following
passage clarifies the distinction:

Earlier Near Eastern societies in their religious rituals and myths
displayed a desire to live in an "eternal present" and to abolish
history through repetitions of the creation and cyclical symbol-
isms of many sorts; but the new sense of living in history de-
manded new symbolisms of transition, linear movement, and
transcendence which were elaborated in a new group of sym-
bolic orders."

Both types of symbolism operate in the novel. They account for
Peter's split personality in the last part. The cyclical has already been
explored. Peter's life comes to a full circle. His mother initiates him into
the unknown; his last words are an appeal to her. The utterance denotes
a painful, final blow.

The linear interpretation is more plausible. It is in line with the

2611nd., p. 147.
27Charles W. Eckert, "Initiatory Motifs in the Story of Telemachus," in Myth

and Literature, ed. John B. Vickery (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1966),
p. 168.
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author's concern for historical truth—authenticity. It is also supported by
textual evidence, as well as the novel's Homeric parallel: "Telemachia."
Their point of connection rests on the framework of the initiation rite
employed within the historical dimension. Peter's initiation is linear. The
surface structure for his development is the historical process. The deeper
structure is mythical: separation, initiation, and return. These three stages
are interwoven with historical actuality. Peter completes the rite de passage
with his return home. His enlistment in the army constitutes the first
stage. His experiences in the war constitute the second. Instead of bring-
ing the initiation rite to a close, his return reenacts it on a deeper level.
The reenactment aims at a deeper understanding of the forces which
shaped his destiny. Once again, he divorces himself from his family; he
is initiated into his father's world and makes an ambiguous return in
search of the Lithuanian.

The two opposing modes of existence clash in Peter. He clings to
the pendant which the family tradition destines to be passed down from
generation to generation to the heir's bride. At the same time, he threatens
to eliminate his much younger stepbrother, Stamos, who may supersede
him in the succession to their father. In a desperate attempt to escape the
inevitability of linear time, he is treading the path of Kronos. Peter's act,
as well as threat, are futile; their aim is to counteract the inevitable—to
put a stop to the forward, linear movement of time.

The interpretations establish the ambiguity of the ending. Implicit
in any initiation ritual is not only a symbolic death, but a rebirth as well.
This is a further exploration into ambiguity beyond the text. Peter's last
utterance, which marks the end of the novel, is coherent and in contrast to
the preceding linguistic fragmentations. From this point of view, it marks
an end as well as a beginning—death and rebirth. The disintegration of
Peter's self, then, is a necessary stage prior to its rebirth—the formation of
a new self implied by Peter's final, coherent, but ambiguous, utterance.

The cyclical symbolism aims at the "eternal present." It was intro-
duced as an alternative through the Christ figure and in conjunction with
human destiny. The religious context of the initiation rite is transferred
to the historical one. In the text, the Lithuanian is a secular personification
of Christ. The recurring reference to Telemachos's serene, blue eyes is an
allusion to traditional features of the godman. The transcendence of Christ
parallels the Lithuanian's transcendence from historical actuality—a cyclical
form of rebirth in a secular, nihilistic context. These implications also
underline Peter's identification with Telemachos.

Peter's conflict is not resolved in the text. The novel does not provide
a synthesis of the two opposing tendencies inherent in Peter. In its
process, the novel reveals the agony of a generation; it exposes its wounds.
In The Odyssey, Telemachos, in search of his father, takes the steps of his
initiation into manhood. Peter is essentially fatherless. In his eyes, the
father has died one way or another. He struggles alone to find his way in
the ruins and corruption of the times. This may provide an explanation
of the novel's title, Brave Telemachos. Peter is brave for meeting truth,
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the truth of his times, in close range, "with his own true stuff—with his
own inborn strength." Ultimately, whether he achieves any form of
transcendence is an open question subject to critical speculation.

The frontispiece embraces the entire novel. A number of allusions
throughout the essay hinted at the interrelation between the text and the
totemic mask. The manifest influence of Rouault is deliberate. His works
combine personal expression and social criticism: he "was for a long time
essentially a 'social' artist. That is unmistakable as the fact that his art
has continued to be the intense expression of his own spirit. When his
high talent addressed itself to thrice-told tales, as in the social comment,
these appear grippingly fresh because they are presented in terms of his
own experience and of our time. . . .""

The literary nucleus of the novel is Heart of Darkness. Each author
addresses himself to the problem of the human condition. Joseph Conrad
is concerned with colonialism, while Alexandros Kotzias is concerned
with the mechanization of society. At the core of both works is dehuman-
ization and nihilism, which threaten with individual, as well as social,
disintegration. Like Rouault, each author expresses his own intense vision
in his work. At the same time, they become social critics in the deeper
sense.

In the novel, the historical events from the start of the Civil War
until the Six Day War provide the background for Peter's anguish and
ultimate crisis. In the Homeric parallel, Telemachos and his father fight
against the suitors. Their aim is to expel the suitors, extract vengeance,
and restore the palace to its rightful owner. The confrontation takes
place in the palace of Odysseus. In the novel, the family home is aban-
doned. Peter makes his home at Brave Telemachos; the hotel's condition
reflects that of Greece after the Civil War. In the Homeric context, Peter
is fatherless; he faces destiny alone. Although Peter seems to have a choice,
he is doomed from the start. The last part of the novel is introduced by
an epigrammatic line from Cavafy: "There is no ship for you, there is
no road." Peter's destiny, shaped by the historical process, is inescapable.
Throughout the novel, there is a cry against corruption—the reduction of
Greece into a house of prostitution. The novel also expresses the agony,
dilemmas, and predicaments of Peter's generation. The historical process,
however, does not come to an end. The novel is open-ended.

The totemic mask expresses the artist's interpretation of the text.
The artist provides his own vision; the tragic mask, contemplative and
sad, captures the expressionist agony that permeates the novel. The crim-
son color endows it with passionate intensity and religious quality. Like
Peter, it is sleeping in pain and waking up to glimpse, with horror, into
the void of dehumanization. The creative efforts of the author and artist
have achieved a masterful interrelation of literature and art.

'8Edward Alden Jewell, Georges Rouault, with an Introduction by Georges
Rouault (France: Hyperion, 1947), p. 7.
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In terms of "external evidence," the comparison between Heart of
Darkness and Brave Telemachos is groundless. In a recent letter," the
author claims that, although he is familiar with the horror expressed in
Conrad, he has not read Heart of Darkness. In the present context, the
question of external evidence is irrelevant. The novella was employed as
a structural device to approach the difficult text of Brave Telemachos.
The device, functioning as a means of dealing with an unfamiliar work,
provides a basis for discerning and delineating the novel's implications.
It also serves as a means of communicating these delineations through
what is familiar and already established in literary tradition.

The similarities between the two works are nevertheless fundamental.
This leads to certain assumptions. The novella is a seminal work; it
probes into the deeper recesses of the subconscious and into the peripheries
of human limitation. In an entirely different historical context, Brave
Telemachos achieves and sustains the novella's gloomy atmosphere and
inner depth. These dimensions submerge the two authors in the same
fertile, mythological seedbed and endow each with a distinct vision. It is
this seedbed that allows for an internal comparison. Each vision, stripped
of its poetics, gives substance to a function of art, a "glimpse of truth,"
a search for authenticity: "art whether it be painting or sculpture, poetry
or music, has no other object than to brush aside the utilitarian symbols,
the conventional and socially accepted generalities, in short everything that
veils reality from us, in order to bring us face to face with reality itself.""

The ambiguity of the novel's ending, and the subsequent speculations
beyond the text, establish a further intrinsic connection between the two
works. For Marlow, "the meaning of an episode was not inside like a
kernel but outside. . . ."" This is said to be Marlow's viewpoint; it is also
a statement about the narrative. The meaning of Kurtz, who "was hollow
at the core," lies, like the kernel, outside the novella. The linguistic dis-
integration at the end of Brave Telemachos coincides with the end of the
narrative. The meaning of Peter, like that of Kurtz, is left open, ambigu-
ous. It lies outside, beyond the text.

"Letter from Alexandros Kotzias, July 24, 1981.
"Henri Bergson, Laughter (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1911), p. 15.
21Conrad, Heart of Darkness, p. 68.
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